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inurray Limn keeps series record
intact; Calloway crushed 28-6
See story and photos on page 8
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News In Brief
Hurricane Elena doubles pace
while heading for Gulf Coast
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.( AP)- Hurricane Elena doubledits
pace toward Florida's Gulf Coast today, summoning flooding
tides, heavy rain and gales as a half-million people fled
what
authorities called "certain injury or'death."
Gov. Bob Graham ordered the mandatory evacuation of
about
573,000 people from low-lying coastal areas in 10 counties from
just southeast of Tallahassee to south of St. Petersburg.
Thousands of coastal residents fleeing the approaching storm,
which packed sustained winds of 100 mph,. clogged the main
highway---out-of--the Pinellas- Clotmty•-peninsula whew-St:
Petersburg and Clearwater are located: ,
At least 264,000 coastal residents must be evacuated from
their
taftnes in the county, which has shelter for only 158,000, said Joy
Mcllwain, spokeswoman for the state emergency management
office.
"We've got the dilemma of trying to get those people off the
islands around the Tampa Bay area and it'll take a long time to
do it, and I'm not really sure if the storm is going to give us
that
much-time," said Neil Frank, director of the National Hurricane
Center in Coral Gables.
•
Meanwhile, four confirmed tornadoes spawned by the hurricane touched down in Pasco County, just to the north, where
Graham sent about 30 National Guardsmen.extra state police of_
ficers and equipment to assist with 'evacuation, Ms. McIlwain
said.
Elena's winds reached 100 mph, with gusts to 110 mph, but
forecasters did not expect the fifth named storm of the season to
intensify before striking.
At 3 a.m. today, the storm's cenfer was near latitude 28.6 north
and longitude 85.2 west. about 140 miles west-southwest of Cedar
Key. Elena headed east-northeast at 10 mph after wandering at 5
mph or less for much of Friday.
The hurricane center predicted a 42 percent chance that
Elena's center would pass within 65 miles of Cedar Key, about 80
miles north of the Tampa-St. Petersburg area, within 24 hours,
hurricane forecaster Bob Case said.
But Case- said forecasters were unable to predict .precisely
when or where the hurricane would strike. "There is still a lot of
uncertainty... he said.
Extremely heavy traffic was reported early today on all major
arteries from St. Petersburg Beach as people, some on foot and
carrying bags. canteens and coolers.-fled, authorities said.
Nearly 350 National Guard troops were called up to- hasten
evacuations and to guard against looters.
"There are rains, heavy squalls and showers moving into the
areas north of Tampa," said forecaster Mark Zimmer at the Hurricane Center. Up to 10 inches of rain was possible from north of
Tampa to Apalachicola. he said.
Winds to 55 mph were reported at Sarasota while St
Petersburg recorded some at 40 mph as Elena approached. Hurricane warnings were posted from Panama City to Sarasota, with
.gale warnings south to Fort Myers.
Forecasters ended hurricane warnings in Louisiana. Mississippi. Alabama and the westernmost Florida Panhandle, and extended them south as Elena shifted.
Before the storm changed course, 145,000 people had fled
hOrries and offshore oil rigs along the Gulf of Mexico from Louisiana to northwest Florida, but many were allowed to return as
the storm turned east late Friday.

Elsewhere...
thr 1,4404lilted rm.*/

SAN .11 .4N, Puerto Rico - Some 200 FBI agents arrested 11
alleged members of a Puerto Rican terrorist group before dawn
Friday in connection with the second-largest cash robbery in U.S.
history.
JOHANNESBURG. South Africa - Black Anglican Bishop
Desmond Tutu and a leading white activist fighting apartheid
urged visiting Common Market foreign ministers to advocate_impoSing economic sineriblig.against South Africa.
ARGENTON-SUR-CREUSE, France
A speeding passenger
train derailed early today, throwing two cars into the path of a
mail train that plowed through the wreckage. At least 49 people
were killed and 85 wounded. many seriously, officials said.
SPACE CENTER.Houston - Discovery's satellite repairmen.
drawing ever nearer to the crippled Syncom 3, tested equipment
Friday that they will use in a risky salvage attempt on the $85
million craft that is loaded with tons of explosive rocket fuel.
TUCSON. Ariz. - The youngest man to receive a mechanical
heart needs time to regain his strength and will not be considered
for a human heart transplant for at least a week, his surgeon said
Friday.
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Pogue Library's Heim says
portion of300-year-old
Bible rediscolered recently
By MELINDAMIGGINTON
Mal6Ater
After 300 years, a page from
an Algonquin Indian translation
of the King James Version has
survived and has been rediscovered at Pogue Special Collections Library at Murray State
University.
Ezekiel 16:1-2 reads, "Wonk
wuttinnoowaonk Jehovah nuppeyaonuk noowau, Wosketomp a e wunnaumoniin,
wahteauwah Jerusalem
wunnishkeneunkquodtoomash."
Or, "Again the word of the
Lord came unto me, saying, Son
of man, cause Jerusalem to
know her abominations.
The translation is by John
Eliot, a 17th century English
missionary, who began
preaching to the AlgonquinS -in
Massachusetts in 1646. He learned their language from an Indian servant, according to •
biographer Robert T: Handy.
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"Apostle to the Indians," the
Puritan minister, also
transiated a number of Puritan
classics into Algonquin.
Dr. Keith Heim, head
librarian at Pogue, said the
library has had the page_19r_a_
number of years
no one knows
exactly who donated the piece.
"You can see the lines of type
are wavy and there is a high rag
content, because it is still flexible." The cotton fibers are
largely responsible for the
paper's surviving so many
years.
Heim's find was confirmed by
Erroll F. Rhodes, senior
historical researcher from the
American Bible Society Library
in New York. Rhodes noted that
the 1685 second edition "has added summaries-in English at the
beginning Of chapters."
Eliot's first Algonquin edition
waspublished in 1663. according
to Rhodes.
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Torn from a 1685 edition of John Eliot's Algonquin Indian
translation of the King James Version, this page was
rediscovered at Pogue...Special Collections Library at Murray
State tniversit3.
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McDonald acknowledges material prinwd
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Superintendent Alice McDonald
said Friday that two ith'ins- m-a
personal or business nature
were printed at a Department of
Education facility, and a
Franklin County prosecutor-said
he would continue looking into
the matter.
The state superintendent of
public instruction said she has
sent a check for the $61.59 cost of
the printing to the state
treasurer's office. 'A'.
spokeswoman for the

Phyllis Gegrge
resigns from
CBS position;
Brown may run
for governor
again in 1987

treasurer's office said it was impossible to track a single check
to confirm that it had arrived.
Franklin Commonwealth's Attorney Morris Burton said Friday he, woUld continue a
preliminary, investigation he
began shortly after initial
reports of the matter.
Burton said he was especially
interested -in when the items
were printed and what the cost
Involved. Burton said he wanted
to "just delve into the details of
it a little more thoroughly."

The printing involved an invitation to a birthday party for
McDonald's husband, Jefferson
District Judge Glenn McDonald.
McDonald said earlier that a
few such invitations were
printed at the department shop.
but the work was halted as soon
as it was discovered.
The second item lvas a
brochure advertising condominium rentals in Florida.
One version of the brochure contained McDonald's state office
telephone number as a contact.

Another version contained the
offrCe
Ohone number of Judge
McDonald.
McDonald originally said it
was "absolutely false" that the
brochure had been printed by
state workers.
In a prepared release
distributed to reporters in
Frankfort on Friday. McDonald
acknowledged that the brochure
"was in fact printed improperly
in the Department of Education

NEW YORK (AP) - Phyllis
Miss George. in a' statement
George, who joined the CBS
issued through CBS. said:
"After two weeks vacation with
Morning News as co-anchor in
January in an effort to revive its
my family in Kentucky. I have
sagging ratings, resigned Fricome to the conclusion to rearday after deciding to "rearrange My priorities, and thus torange my priorities," the netday informed (CBS News Presiwork announced.
dent) Ed Joyce that I desire not
A source close to Miss George,
to continue with my present CBS
who spoke only on condition of
assignment. This is a personal
anonymity, said her departure .as well as professional
was prompted by the decision of
decision."
her husband. former Kentucky
Brown, 51, told reporters
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., to run
earlier this month he enjoyed his
for that post in 1987.
term as governor, but had not

decided whether he would seek a
second term.'-'He said his wife's
contract with CBS and his
business developments would
affect-his decision:
Brown indicated they would
weigh their careers and decide
about a campaign when her Cohtrat came up for renewal at the
end of 1986.
Asked then if he would rule out
another race for governor.
Brown said. "Never. No. sir. I
enjoyed that. Thar:g one of the
best jabs I ever had."

(('ont'd on page 2)
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Fair tonight with a low in
the upper 60s and light easterly winds.
MISS
I
Mostly sunny Sunday with a
YOUR PAPER,
high around 90 and
Subscrsbets who have not !. southeasterl
y winds 5 to 10
received tl)eir home-delivered
mph..
copy of The Murray lodger &
Extended Forecast
- Times by 530 p m Monday
extended forecmicalls
fli.trniieaAapailitilL ' Atiotcdr;
6kies Wonare urged to coil 753.19.164E2e)
day and -Tuesday with awed" 5:30 p.rn.eand 6 p.m., •
-chance of thunderstorms
Monday through Friday, or
-Wednesday. Highs will be in
3:30 p.m. and W.p.m. Satur•
the 80s and lows in the 60s.
days. Wilco-Hours - 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday thru Friday, II
•,m.- 12 p.m. Saturday
•

Diggin'
siathan heith Carlson, son of Reggie and Jackie Carlson digs in a
%tire of watermelon during Friday afternoon's MSI7 Appreciation

ii.,„."...1110.11..0.01011•••••••••••4.41..

Mall Oman h• (1111.. I. ago,

Day in downtown Murray. Several events were on tap Friday
with numerous others planned for Saturday.
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NSF awards $45,518 matching
grant to chemistry department
at MSU for computer research,

iii641_11111-

014,

The National Science Foundanom( NSF) has awarded a matching grant totaling $45,518 to
the Department of Chemistry at
Murray State University for a
project designed to make more
effective use of computers in
research and laboratory
courses.
Dr'. Jeffrey Anderson and Dr.
David Owens are the authors of
the two-year proposal, which is
titled "Upgrading of Chemical
Instrumentation for an Improved Laboratory Program Stressing Computer -Based
Techniques."
The NSF funding will be used
to purchase microcomputers,
which will be combined with a
number of sophisticated
laboratory instruments for
organization of chemistry
experiments.
In addition, two scientific instruments designed to identify
and study molecules will be
assembled and hooked up to a
central computerized data station to enable students to more

McDonald...
Tem Delancey. Murray. looked fora video for her family to
...atch on their rented VCR o‘er the weekend. At right, Leanna

•

Rogers said she and some friends are going to have a cookout, so
a good, scary movie is just what the doctor ordered.

Despite some recent pushes to sell movies,
residents here agree,renting tapes better
By. MELIND.A WIGGINTON
Staff Writer"
. The long Labor Day weekend
premises a boon to local -video
rental outlets.
s Busy stores provided a good
setting to ask store owners and
their customers their opinions of
the recent move by leaders in
. the video industry toward buying. as opposed to renting, video
cassettes.
Video Software Dealers
Association members met in
Washington this week and suggested 'schemes from
establishing a "sale-only" policy
for newly released tapes to setting up bargain bins for
customers to buy used rental
cassettes.
Store owners at the meeting
weren't easily convinced, and
neither are their Murray
counterparts.
Local store owners and their
video customers confirmed

stories from the Washington
meeting: After they've seen it
once or. twice, customers have
had enough of one movie.
Even -If prices 'are brought
down to under $20 as suggested
by some, "They won't do it,'
says Tony Kinsey, manager 01
Murray Rentals.
"I can't see it. Dad gets off
work, and rents a film for $2. I
don't think the same man will
pay $15 to $20 for a movie he'll
only see once _or twice."
Robert Vaught, owner of
Movie World, agrees - at least
for Murray customers. "Buying
Videos goes over very well in big
cities," he says. "There they go
over like hot cakes..
-We Are the World' was the
top-selling video in the country
last week. It can't be sold in
Murray."
Some people do buy tapes for
their collections, he adds, "I
know people now with 200

movies in private collection.
They do it for the prestige. When
their friends come over, they
just say 'Pick a movie."
Vaught's mother Sheila says
she thinks some people might
buy films like children's movies,
because "it keeps kids
occupied."
A Movie World customer,
Leanna Rogers, Murray, says
the price were right, she'd buy
cassettes. "The kids watch them
over and over, and there are a
few I'd really like to have at
home. Otherwise, "trying to
support two kids, go to college,
and work - you just can't do it.
"People will buy classics,"
says Sherry Murphy, Classic
Film Rental clerk, "but, there
aren't many like that."
All three outlets say that
though they sell and special
order films for customers, there
isn't much of a market.
"On Fridays and Saturdays,

we might sell five out 100," says
Sheila Vaught. "More like five
out of a 1,000," puts in her son.
Weekends, lloliciays and
wintertime are the busiest time
for video rentals. Comedy and
horror films are the most
popular, and customer range
from families to singles to college students to retirees.
Phyllis Tucker, Murray, was
searching the aisle of Murray
Rentals for movies for her family for the Labor Day weekend.
"My favorites are westerns. I
don't care for far out films." She
was stocking up on He-Man and
a couple of Walt Disney classics
- "They're quite a treasure at
our house."
Melody Higgins perused the
shelves at Classic Film Rentals,
Friday afternoon. "I don't do
this often because I don't have a
VCR. We're going to my motherin-law's, so I'm trying to pick
something out to take there "

(Cont'd from page 1)
print shop about 16 months
ago."
The fact was revealed by an
"in-house investigation by our
legal department," according to
the release.
The printing was done by
department employees, "who
did not recognize the
significance of their acts.
"I did not authorize or have
knowledge that this item was being printed on state property,"
McDonald said in the release.
"However, as superintendent of
public instruction, I accept the
responsibility for the entire incident and for the cost of both
items."
William E. Johnson, a
Frankfort attorney who was retained by McDonald to investigate the matter, said the
printing of the invitations was a
"comedy of errors" because of
misunderstandings.
Johnson said McDonald had
arranged with a printing
employee to do the work on the
brochures at his home, but he
did it at the state facility.
The individual, whom Johnson
refused to identify, had a "very

Lightning strikes
Cain residence on
Friday evening
The residence of Edwin Cain
at the corner of Johnny Robertson and Wiswell roads was
struck by lightning last night at
about 11 p.m., according to
Calloway County Pine Rescue
reporter Harold Smith.
Smith said the house was saved, though one room in the attic
was burned and the rest of the
house had water damage.
Three trucks and 11 men
responded to the call. The
rescue squad Was on the scene
for three and half hours.
There were no injuries
reported.

Three-car accident
is reported Friday
evening on U.S. 641-

MSt' photo by Chris In.

A block party
There were plenty of people on hand Friday afternoon for the
Block Party in downtown Murray - just one segment of the MSI.
,(ppreciation Day activities. Above, residents enjoy a portion of a

large watermelon..Several acti% ities were scheduled for Friday
and Saturday.

Workshop for women to be held at university
A one-day workshop titled
"Projecting Professionalism
For Today's Woman" will be of-

projecting a professsional im, The instructor will be training
age. developing personal power,
Consultant Lisa Ford, who has
handling conflicts with conmore than seven..years of ex_lertaimibeeenteriorlIcaltinu---719-r-.446g-IIT- -tralin-11,1 es "a-maineinCet:
-eatiegnici/411-67-44°1
Education at Murrarigtafe
skill and, working
'
- -- development for business and
effecUniversity on ,Thursday, Sept. government. Ms...For d' • - tively'With men, and promoting
12.
positive visibility.
The Workshop Will meet in the , specializes in presenting effecAmong those who would
curris Center on the campus • tive interpersonal communita- J3enefit from the workshop are
tions, customer relations,
form 9 a.m. to 4:15 p.m -Its purwomen in jobs of manager,
women professionalism, and
pose is to provide the participant
engineer, secretary, adwith specific techniques to in.
stress management seminars.
ministrative assistant, business
Topics to be addressed include
crease professionalism.
owner. doctor, and president.

The workshop fee of $95 for the
first registrant and $80 each for
two or more .people from the
41111ffdes tuition, all course materials, and
refreshment breaks.
Anyone who wishes to register
or to obtain additional information about the workshop may
cad the Center for Continuing
Education at Murray State
University at (502) 762.4159.

A three-car accident occurred
at 12:20 a.m. this morning eight
miles south of Murray on U.S.
641.
State police say that Clifford
mber, 22, Murray, for
wn reasons, stopped his
car
thout any lights on in the
north und lane of 641.
Tam y Ramsey, 25, Almo,
was tray nig north on 641 and
struck Climber's vehicle in the
rear. At this time, Roger
Tucker, 18, Almo, also northbound on 641, struck Ms.
Ramsey's vehicle in the rear.
ClimAk was treated and
released from the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He is
lodged in the Calloway County
jail on the charge of driving
under the influence, according
to state police reports.
Ms. Ramsey was treated and
released from MCCH for facial
injuries. A passenger in her car,
Robert Satterwhite, 18, Almo,
was not injured.
Tucker also was not injured.
State Trooper Gary Coburn investigated the accident.

Notice
The TV Listing which normally appears in the Saturday edi.,
tions of the Murray,Ledger &
- Times rah in Friday's paper
this week because of the Labor
Day observance.

quickly collect, and analyze
results of experiments.
Funding of the grant will help
the department in its leadership
role as it works to increase the
efficiency of laboratory course
offerings and to introduce computer concepts to students in an
applied context," said Dr.
Vaughn Vandegrift, chairman
and professor of chemistry.
The new instrumentation will
be used initially by sophomore
and senior students, but aspects
of the $rogram will eventually
affect all students, according to
Vandergrift.
Anderson, an assistant professor Who came to Murray in
1983, earned his doctorate in 1979
at North Dakota State University. He formerly taught at North
Carolina State and Custavus
Adolphus College.
Owens, an associate professor
who joined the department in
1983, has taught at the University of Oklahoma and has held an
industrial position with the
Union Carbide Corporation.

brief omission of the best
judgment."
McDonald'4, statement said
she is also consulting with the
personnel office to see what, if
any, personnel action should be
taken. There was no elaboration
on what that might be and
departmental officials have
refused comment beyond what
Is contained in the release.
The procedures for monitoring work at the print shop will
also be reviewed as a result of
the incident, McDonald said in
the release.
The printing Was revealed in a
report published by The State
Journal newspaper in
Frankfort.
"I sincerely apologize to the
citizens of Kentucky for this incident, and ask them for their
continued trust and support of
public education," McDonald's
statement said.
"I believe that this resolves
the matter and will be the only
comment I have to make."
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Fire destroys home
located in count:
)
A fire at approximately 1:45
p.m. Thursday destroyed a
house owned by C.D. Vinson.
Danny Watson lived in the
house, located on Kentucky 753
west of Murray.
The Calloway County FireRescue squad answered the
blaze, with one truck and six
men. No injuries were reported.
Squad reports say the fire
started around a cooking stove.

E

District Court
Summary
The following is a summary of
the cases brought before the
Calloway Cpunty District Court
this week. Unless otherwise
noted, a court cost of $47.50 was
automatically paid by the party
mentioned.(A "fee" refers to a
sheriff's fee). In the event of any
type of suspensions, figures
listed represent those fines or
sentences after the suspended
portion has been subtracted.
Those parties appearing before
Judge David Buckingham may
have either paid "a fine, fee,
court cost, made restitution or
received a sentence. Some cases
may have been continued, passed on to another court date or
dismissed for a variety of
reasons. Minor traffic violations
and offenses involving minors
are not included in the following
list
Mithael C Spann. D 1 I .4 pleaded guilty two
days community work in lieu of $200 fine. $OO of
$1501) U 1 fee suspended on condition no like of
tense for two years and license surrendered
Charles P. Kaufman, D U I . pleaded guilty
two days community work in lieu of $200 fine. $SO
of 11501).0 I fee suspended on condition attend
alcohol education classes
Chico Muskgrow, D U I . pleaded guilty. two
days community work in lieu of 1200 fine. 1150 of
8150 o.u.i fee suspended on condition attend
alcohol education classes and license
surrendered
Jerry W. Nelson,
U I . pleaded guilty two
days community work in lieu of $200 fine. $5001
$150 D U I fee suspended on Condition attend
alcohol education classes iknd license
surrendered
Marty A Dick. 1.:11' 1 pleaded guilty two
days community work in lieu of $200 fine. $OO of
S150 D U.I fee suspended on condition attend
alcohol education chisel., end license sur
rendered. 10 days jail sUspet.led on condition no
like offense for two years
Peggy S Jones. CUT. pleaded guilty, two
days community work in lieu of 11200 fine, 1.50 of
8160. D U 1 fee suspended on con ittlon attend
alcohol education classes
Robert C Meyer. D 1' 1 , amn.encled to
reckless driving, pleaded guilty, fined 1100
John Henry Elliot, first degree assault bound
over to grand jury
•
•
Jackie Shane Brandon, theft by unlawful tab
Ing over $100 and second degree assault. am
mended to theft by unlawful taking under Stin.
all but 10 weekends of nine month .fail sentenc.
suspended on condition no criminal offense for
one year, no like Offe/ise for one year, no contact
with complaining witness no alcohol or- drug
•related offense and make restitution.
Clara Cale, promoting contraband•first
degree, antmended to second degree, pre-trial
conference set for September))
Anthony B Cloys. D U 1 trial by jury set for
December 20
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PERSPECTIVE
Reagan stumbles
to the summit
By authorizing a U.S. space
weapon test virtually on the
eve of his summit meeting
with Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev,'President Reagan
all but abandons any pretense
that he is, or ever was, seriously committed to arms control. That decision also brings
into question whether he.really wants to meet with Gorbachev In November, or instead
hopes that his intransigence
will goad the Russian into
canceling the session — and
then Reagan could blame him
for its failure.
In fact, of course, in the presummit jockeying for the
peacemaker image, Gorbachev has smartly outmaneuvered Reagan by halting SS-20 missile deployment,
by declaring a unilateral
moratorium on Soviet nuclear
weapons tests while challenging Reagan to join in, and by
renewing Moscow's proposal
to ban all space weapon development.
Reagan, on the other hand,
in deciding to test the sophisticated new U.S. anti-satellite
(ASAT) weapon against an actual target in space in September, .creates the impression that the United States is
hell-bent on extending the
arms race into outer space.
Unlike the administration's
illusory Star Wars scheme,
which looks far into the future
— and which, if cooler heads
prevail, will die aborning —
ASAT development presents
an immediate threat to nuclear stability and sharply reduces the prospects of arms
control. Such space weapons,
by imperiling the satellites
that provide early warning
and monitor arms control

Although the Russians have
air operational ASAT, it's a
crude, unreliable model that
presents no real threat to the
key, higher orbiting American
satellites. Indeed, the Soviets
have offered to scrap theirs if
the United States halts its
ASAT development. But once
American testing goes forWard, they will have little
choice but to match the U.S.
weapon, and an accelerated
space arms race will be on.
Reagan's ASAT decision.
moreover, breaks faith with
his implied offer last year to
restrain such tests if the Soviets returned to the arms control talks at Geneva, as they
have done.
The president, thus, approaches the summit with his
credibility compromised and
under criticism at home and
abroad because nothing has
come from the U.S. side that
could be construed as serious
interest in halting the nuclear
buildup.
There's still a chance that
Congress can spare him some
of the consequences of his
wrongheadedness. If funding
is blocked for any more tests
after the next one — and that
one could very well fail
there's every likelihood that
further U.S. ASAT development will halt; then, however
slim, hope would remain for
U.S.-Soviet agreement to ban
those weapons altogether and
to keep open the avenues for
arms control, the only real
mutual security.

Meirray Ledger & Times

southern seen

agreements, leaves each side
far more vulnerable to the
dangers of a pre-emptive nuclear strike.

by larry mc gehee

The Last March'
Jefferson Liavis and Ulysses
S. Grant have never received
the pantheon-glory status of
their counterparts, Abraham
Lincoln and Robert E. Lee. Both
Davis and Grant have been get:
ting some attention from Civil
War buffs lately, but the controverssies about them are still
stirring rather than settling.
Lincoln's weaknesses were his
tolerance of poor generals and
an unfaithful cabinet. Lee's
weaknesses were his propensity
to use up scarce men and supplies by going on the offensive in
most battles and his delay in
evacuating Richmond at war's
end. Both Lincoln and Lee had
an uncommon lack of malice
towards those whom others persisted in calling "enemies."
They shared an insistent impulse to heal the sectional
wounds the moment the fighting
stopped. Their dedication to the
"better natures" of the people
set them apart and elevated
them in the eyes of history.
Grant's weaknesses were his
willingness to spend men's lives
as recklessly as today's defense
department buys airplane coffeepots and his inability to
govern well as • presistent.
Davis's weaknesses were his
quick temper, personalizing of
criticism,• favoritism' in selecting leaders, and inability ever
to surrender for the quarter century he lived on after the war.

Neither Grant nor Davis have
received history accolades.
Davis is a peculiar American
figure whose life makes
fascinating study. The statue he
ordered as U.S. 'Secretary of
War in the Franklin Pierce Administration, to sit atop the new
U.S. Capitol dome, was not
delivered until Lincoln was
president, and it sat in two
halves on the ground at Lincoln's first inauguration. Lincoln joined the halves and
hoisted the statue to its reserved
place just before his administration ended, just as he brought
the two halves of the nation
together again.
The war was full of such
ironies. The Robert Anderson
who surrendered Ft. Sumter in
1861 was the same one who raised the flag there after the fort
was re-captured in 1864. The Edmund Ruffin who fired the first
cannon shot at Ft. Sumter in
1861 was also the Ruffin who
shot himself a few weeks after
the last troops (out in Texas)
surrendered.

friendships among the officers.
One of Davis's staff officers on
his flight was the son of his
favorite general, a Transylvania
College and West Point
classmate killed at Shiloh.
Davis's fierce quarrels with his
General Joe Johnston during
and after the war began at West
Point, over a girl both courted.
The western army Davis fled
towards in Alabama and
Mississippi after Lee and
Johnston surrendered in the east
was headed by Richard Taylor,
brother of Davis's first wife and
son of Zachary Taylor. Both Lincoln and Davis had young sons
to die in the two White Houses.
Another ironic parallel between Lincoln and Davis is Lincoln's secret entrance into
Washington in 1861, in cape and
cap disguise, and Davis's flight
from Richmond and his eventual
capture near Irvinton, south of
Abbeville, Ga., wearing his
wife's rain cape and shawl.

Lee, Grant, and Davis were all
three West Point graduates and
Mexican War veterans, and
many of the officers on both
sides had been ,their Mexican

The story of Jefferson Davis's
flight from April 2 to May 10,
1885, winds through ' Danville,
Va., Greensboro, Concord, and
Charlotte, N.C.,. Ft. Mill,
Yourkville, Union, and Abbeville, S.C., into Washington,
Sandersville, and Abbeville.,Ga.

War comrades and West Point
classmates. The whole war
seems like a family feud when
one studies the kinships and

Some descendants of those who
fled and those who sheltered
them still live. Ann Springs
Close of Springs Mills and Ft.

The Daily Independent,
Ashland: Even when all the
rules are followed, the
underground mining of coal is a
dangerous business. That is why
it is so difficult to understand
why, after all the lessons that
should have been learned from
scores of mining accidents,
some mines continue to operate
without taking basic safety
precautions.
The latest lesson on what can
happen when the rules are ignored came when three men suffocated in a small Whitley County mine near Corbin. Mine investigators blame an improper
ventilation system for the
tragedy.
Time and again state and
federal officials have blamed
the violation of safety regulations for mine deaths. By now,
one would think that mine
operators would have gotten the
message that the safety regulations are for the benefit of
miners, and not just another example of government interference with free enterprise.
All mine deaths are tragic, but
when they could have easily
been prevented, the tragedy is
that much more difficult to accept. We are weary of reading of
mine deaths needlessly caused
by safety violations.

Lee, meanwhile, went quietly
to the mountins as president of
Ntashington College in Lexington, Va., and spoke out in
public only once, from the rear
of a train while returning from a
visit to the graves of his father
and -daughter. He never sought
public'Praise in doing his duty.
quietly, and adulation came in
spite of himself. Davis, forgiven
for a moment, never was a
forgiving man himself, and lies
far more forgotten. 'Tourists to
Richmond visit Lee's equestrain
statue more than Davis's tomb.

•

by Ken Noll
We call this thought "romantic". It comes from the English
poet Keats. It is whatever label
we choose to put on it. one of the
most profound statements in
modern Western literature:
'Beauty is truth, truth beauty.'-• that is all Ve know on
earth, and all se need to
know.
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The Kentucky Post, Covington: It was the first week of
January 1984, when the newly
elected state superintendent of
public instruction said:
'For the first time in Kentucky's history, we must dare to
put education first. We must
dare to put it ahead of politics,
selfish interests, regionalism
and 'the way it's always been.'"
Now, less than two years after
she won her office, Alice
McDonald has a record of questionable use of state funds and
blatant political cronyism. She
has not dared to put education
ahead of politics. In fact, there is
every indication that Mrs.
McDonald's administration is
very much like "the way it's
always been" in Kentucky
politics. No worse perhaps, but
certainly no better.
It all sounds very much like
politics as usual in Kentucky
state government.
If we remove politics as much
as possible from the office of the
state superintendent, we'll have
a better chance at true reforms
in our schools.
Mrs. McDonald's tenure has
offered us the best reason to support a constitutional amendment to make the office of
superintendent of public instruction appointive.
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Mill, S.C. is the great-greatgranddaughter of two colonels
who helped Davis.
Burke Davis traces the exodus
in the first half of his new book
The Long Surrender (Random
House. 19851. Then he inserts a
chapter on the flight of others,
especially Secretary of State
Judah Benjamin of Louisiana
and Secretary of War band
general and former U.S. Vice
President) John Breckinridge of
Kentucky. The second half of the
•
book focuses upon Davis's martyrdom in prison chains, his
release, and the triumphant
reception he received all across
the South. Failing in business,
he became the prototype of the
professional Southerner, speaking often and writing his
memoirs and defense of the Confederacy.

thoughts in season

Mining accident, McDonald
topics of Kentucky editorials
Here are excerpts of editorials
by Kentucky newspapers on
issues of interest to
Kentuckians:
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looking back
Ten years ago
With addition of sliding doors
to 10-unit T-hangar, work on
Murray-Calloway County Airport was completed as far as
construction crew hired by
Judge Robert 0. Miller and
suprvised by Charles McKenney. foreman, is concerned.
Tarpley Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Marshall Jones, is pictured
giving presentation that earned
him a trip to Washington, D.C.,
and the designation as honorary
post commander during Army
ROTC Student Leadership Week
at Fort, Knox. He is astudent at
Murray High School.
Yoeman 3rd Class William W.
Scull, son of Mr. and Mrs. A.H.
Scull of Hazel, has reenlisted for
four years while serving aboard
Aircraft Carrier USS Independence, homeported at Norfolk, Va.
Twenty years ago
Over four thousand students
have been enrolled in schools in
Murray and Calloway County
for the fall term of 1965.
Miss Judy Carol Overbey,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
A. Overbey. and Donald W.
Oliver, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.E.
Oliver, were married at the
home of the bride's parents.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital Include a boy
to Mr. and MrsrJam.es Hopkins,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe T.
Emerson, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
R.W. Scarborough Jr., and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs". Bobby Chester.
Miss Joyce Hargis, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hargis,

will enter University of .Tennessee Medical Unit at Memphis, Tenn., this fall on a
graduate research fellowship to
study pharmacology, a medical
science.
Thirty years ago
James W. Owen, cornmissaryman third class, USN,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Owen, is scheduled to return to
San Diego, Calif., after a six
months tour of duty in the Far
East with Squadron 17 on USS
Gregory.
Prof. E.G. Schmidt has been
appointed acting publicity director of Murray State College for
the coming year, according to
M.O. Wrather, public relations
director.
Miss Linda Beach, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. 011is Beach, and
James White, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Laymon White. were married Aug. 12 by the Rev D.F.
Wigginton at his home.
Recent births reported at
Muoray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hall, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Duncan, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John
Thompson, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Gattis, a girl to Mr.
and Mts. Earl Tucker, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Burkeen and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Wilson.
Forty years ago
Calloway County is directly
connected with other sections of
the state as is alf‘of -Western
Kentucky since the Eggner's
Ferry Bridge over the Ten:
!lessee River and the bridge

over the Cumberland River are
on the lower, Tennessee River.
now free from tolls. Kentucky
officials of Lower Tennessee
Gov. Simeon Willis and his wife
Valley Association said.
cut the ribbon in a formal
Forty boys from Calloway
ceremony at Eggner's Ferry on
County will enter the CeC
Aug. 25.
Camps this week.
Thomas (Slick ) Banks and
The annual Labor Day picnic
C.L. (Jack) Sharborough with
will be held at Pine Bluff Otis
the cooperation of retail merEldridge will coach his Pine
chants and professional men
Bluff Team in ball games with
will sponsor the annual
Liberty, Coldwater and Ecigehill
Calloway County Horse Show at
throughout the day.
Cutchin Stadium. Murray State
Murray High School Football
College, on Sept. 6.
Coach Ty Holland issued grid
The lots formerly know as
uniforms to the 1935 Tiger Team
Roberts-Pogue property on the -yesterday. Practice will
begin
south side of Sycamore Street
-Sept. 2. The opening game will
where the CCC Camp was
be with McKenzie, Tenn.
located, were sold Under public
Eugene Irvan is captain with
auction on Aug. 29.
"Dynamite" Dunn as alternate
Births reported include a girl
captain.
to Mr. and Mrs. John Kimbro,
Births reported include a boy
Aug. 25, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Swift,
James Ezell, Aug. 26, and a girl
Aug. 18. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
to Pvt. and Mrs. Paul Seaford,
W.T. Sledd Jr.. Aug. 25, and a
Aug. 27.
boy to Mr and Mrs Roscoe
Dr. Walter E. Blackburn has
Beaman, Aug. 28.
accepted the position as head of
An ice cream supper will be
the physical science department
held at Steelyville School on
of Murray State College and will
Sept. 7. according to Elizabeth
assume his duties in September, ,Walker. teacher.
according to M.O. Wrather. acCurtis Overby and Freeman
ting president of MSC.
Wilford have an ad this week anThe Keys-Houston Clinicnouncing the opening of a new
Hqspital acted as host to
lunchroom across from the Post
Western Kentucky Hospital
Office'onSouth Fourth St.
Council on Aug. 22 at, Murray
In the absence of Murray
Woman's Club House.
Mayor W.S. Swann who is in
Filly years ago
Battle Creek, Mich., for a few
House and senate approval on
weeks' rest, Dr. W.H. GraVes Is
Aug. 28 of the Compromise Ten- serving as mayor pro
tern.
nessee Valley Authority Bill virSeveral cartons of cigarettes
tually assures imminent launwere stolen the night of Aug..17
ching and construCtion of a from Ambrose's
Tea Room in
great power and navigation dam
College Addition.
'
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Group II will meet

BYW and.BW vI1i meet
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The Baptist Young Women and Baptist Women
of Westside Baptist Church will hOld their
regular Monthly meetings on Tuesday. Sept. 3. at
7 p.m. The Children's Choir will me41 on Wednesday, Sept. 4, at 7 p.m. at the church.

Meeting on

ThUISC131"

The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have a potluck supper on Tuesday,
Sept. 3. at 6:30 p.m. Special music will be
presented by Scott Conklin. Hostesses will be
Virginia Riggins, Vanda Gibson and Mavis
McCamish.

Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Milton of Paris, Tenn.,

4

The Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will open the new club year with a
meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 3, at 6:30 p.m. Ruth
Eversmeyer of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will present the program on -"Lifeline."
Hostesses .will be Sabrina Karraker, Cindy
Dunn, Marilyn Germann, Rosemary Graham
and Carolyn Marcum.
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Fri. Thru Thur.
Open 7:15
•titart :45
The Summer's Biggest Hit Is Back
They sent him on a mission
and set him up to fail.

Overbey at convention

STALLONE is back as...

Ed Overbey, a lawyer from Murray, took part
in the annual convention of the Association of
Trial Lawyers of America IATLAI in Chicago,
Ill., July 26 to Aug. 2. At the convention, some of
the nation's top legal scholars and courtroom attorneys conducted seven days of seminars on the
latest developmens and techniques in personal
injury lawsuits. ATLA, with some 60,000
members is the one of the world's largest trial
bar organization.

RAMBO
First Blood
Part II
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Unjustly accused, a fugitive from the law...
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Hoffman works as director
NEW YORK (AP) —
Dustin Hoffman, who
has worked behind the
camera as well as in
front of it, said a good
director knows how to
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EGA Certified
Memorials

"2 Prints
For The
Price of 1"
Prints Ready In I Hour!

2NDAY SERVICE
We have a complete selection of_the
finest memorials available for your
approval. Let us help you in your
choice. Why not call or come by span

502-759 1333

Sunday,Sept. 1
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
————
W.H.(Harvey) Brown
reunion will be at Kentucky Dam State Park.
A basket lunch will be
served.
————
Reunion of HowardBrown Families will be
at noon at first pavilion
on right in Murray.
Calloway County Park.
A potluck meal will be
served.
————
DeeDee the Clown and
Linda Cotton, puppet,
will be at Granny's
Porch at 12:30 p.m.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at ,11
a.m. and 2 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center; LBL Bowhunter
Shoot at 10 a.m..at Field
Archery Range off U.S.
Highway 68; Broom
Making from 1:30 to
4:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Traditional
Homeplace Wedding at
2 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Edible
Wild Foods at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.
————
Second day of Labor
Day Arts and' Crafts
Festival will be from 10

—
Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
Church will have a chili,
hot dog, dessert and
beverage supper from 6
to 8 p.m.
————
Hooper Cemetery
Cleaning Day will start
at 8 a.m.
————
Alpha Mu Chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International will sponsor
a benefit "Run Thru the
Park" with 10K race at
8:30 a.m. and 5K race at
9:30 a.m.
————
Murray State University Racer football team
will open its 1985 season
against South Carolina
State at 7:30 p.m. in
Stewart Stadium. For
ticket information call
762-4895.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Smoking Fish at 1
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Jams
and Jellies at 1 p.m. at
Empire Farm; Skywalk
at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
————
Labor Day Arts and
Crafts Festival will be
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at
Fenton Activities Area
in Land Between the
Lakes near Aurora.
—— ——
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion

"become part of the
scenery."
The star of "Tootsie"
and other films said he
suspects he has a
reputation for being difficult to work with
because "nobody really
wants to collaborate."
"It's like being in
front of a canvas and
some guy next to you is
saying, 'No, use only
this color and don't mix
it with that,— Hoffman
said in ,an interview in
the September issue of
Vanity Fair. "Each person really believes he's
right, and, as a matter
of fact, they both are."
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Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be closed
today.
— ———
Calloway County
Public Library will be
closed, today in observance of Labor Day
holiday.
————
Empire Farm,Golden
Pond Visitor Center
Planetarium, The
Homeplace-1850 and
Woodlands Nature
Center in Land Between
the Lakes all will be
open today for Labor
Day.
— ———
AA and Al-Anon will
have dosed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 1753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
—— ——
Labor Day Golf
Scramble is scheduled
at 10 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Tuesday,Sept. 3
Jackson Purchase
Doll Club will meet at
noon at Sirloin
Stockade.
(Cont'd on page 5)

Discount

During September

1 Hour Photo Developing

PAPER

Mond- ay,Sept. 2
Kentucky-Barkley
Bass 'n' Gals Club is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at The Boston Tea
Party.
——— —
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will have a
potluck -supper at 6:30
p.m. and degree work at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall

[End of Summer Special!

Minute

Snap Shot
Photo_

Sunday,Sept. 1
a.m. to 6 p.m. at Fenton
Activities Area in Land
Between the Lakes near
Aurora.
—— ——
.Calloway County
Public Library will be
closed today in observance of holiday.
————
"All Night Sing" will
start at 5 p:m. at tent in
Aurora. Ten gospel
groups will be featured.
—— ——
Wrather West Kentucky Museum will not
open today.

753 8477

TROPICS

HERITAGE
MONUMENT COMPANY
317 N 4th, Murray

Calloway County
Public Library will be
closed today for holiday
observance.

Take a 30

*Black & White
*Slides (Ektachrome)
*Wallet Size Prints

"Quality Granite Memorials
;
Reasonably Priced"

Kenny & Mary Beth Imes-0.wners

Dance featuring
music by Country Feeling Band will be from 8
p.m. to midnight at
Murray Moose Lodge.

— — —

Kappas plan meeting

Hospital The mother is the former Lori Lamont.

Motorcycle races by
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees will be at 7
p.m. at'Murray.
Calloway County
Fairgrounds.

Descend- ents of John
and Louisa Paschall
Smotherman will have a
potluck supper at 6 p.m.
at Ellis Community
Center.
————
A gospel singing will
be at 7 p.m. at Palestine
United Methodist
Church. A potluck supper will be served at 6

Deltas plan program

EDDIE MURPHY'
a 2107 Westwood, Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
son. Craig Geurin, weighing seven pounds. born
131EVEIRLY
on Monday. Aug. 26, at Murray-Calloway County
1-111_1_8
control center 753.331.4

planned

Story Hours at the Calloway County Public will
be held Tuesday and Wednesday. Sept. 3 and 4.
according to Lin Thurman, director. Story Hours
are at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. both days.
Parents and Twos meet at 9:30 a.m. each
Wednesday.

Purchase Area Fourth Day Community will
meet Thursday. Sept. 5. at 7 p.m. at First Christian Church. South Ninth and South Streets,
Mayfield. This is open to all interested persons.

Saturday, Aug.31
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.

Saturday, Aug.31
13th Annual "Super
Horse Show" by New
Providence Riding Club
will start at 4 p.m. at
club, located five miles
from Murray off
Highway 121 South on
Highway 893.

Wrather West Kentucky Museum at Muz ray
State University will not be open on Sunday,
Sept. 1. because of the Labor Day Weekend Holiday. Martha Guier, director, said the museum
will resume its schedule of being open each first
Sunday afternoon of the month in October.

Group II of Christian Women's Fellowship of
4 First Christian Church will meet Tuesday, Sept.
3, at 2 p.m. in the home of Frances Churchill,
North Seventh and Chestnut Streets. Lessie
Pickard will present the program and Jewel
Jones will give the devotion.

•

Corning community events are announced

Museum not open Sunday

Craig Geurin Milton born
‘I 4 Mr 4 46 (nl)
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6 a.m-12 p.m. 7 a.m.-7
Tha Tropics
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CINE 1 & 2

Tabers, Traca Walker, Lisa Harrell, Jan Cooper Tabers, Jean Forsee Clanton;
third row, Ray Hornsby, Larry Benton, Dale McCuiston, Bobby Knight, Johnny
Cannon, Doug Spencer, David Lyons, David Garland, Carolyn Shown, Patti Irby
Sweatman, Michelle Richardson Stewart, Sheree Brandon, Elaine Eversmeyer,
Cindy Etherton McLaren, Cliff Dibble, Wes Furgerson, Mike Outland, Jay Kennedy, Brad Barnett, Mark Buckingham, Eli Alexander, Gil Wilcox, Steve
Howard, Mike Wilson, Barry James, Mike Conner, Steve Meadows; top row,
Clark Sheeks, Ken Grogan, James Witherington, Scott Marvin, Greg Mansfield,
Danny Alexander, David Gore, Donna Knight, Steve Porter, John Harcourt, Ken•
ny Collins, Craig Suiter, Dan Foster and Randall Winchester.

31

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
All Seats S2.00

CLASS HOLDS REUNION — The Murray High School Class of 1975 recently
had its 10-year reunion. A breakfast was held in the cafeteria of Murray High
School. The dinner and dance were at Executive Inn, Paducah. Attending were,
from left, bottom row. Karen Jones, Laurie Beatty Shook. Nancy Fitch Orr,
Deborah Farley. Melissa Miller, Kathy Higginbotham. Debbie McMillen Pasco,
Jana Jones Guido, Bever!) Rogers Wylie. Debra Billington Braddock, Vickie'
White Garland, Tonya Carroll Morris. Cindy Tripp Lassiter, Terri Stokes Futrell,
Donna Humphries. Cindy Chrisman Veach, Amy Lovett, Lynn Hewitt Dowdy; second row, Jane Wagar Chapman, Patti Miller Hosford,' Becky Sams Waltrip,
Martha McKinney Parker. Rita Wilson Elkins, Lesa Robertson, Cheryl Burkeen
Underwood, Vickie McClard, Debbie Morton Tidwell, Sharon Fandrich, Starlyn

,11E:4 A

NEW YORK (AP —
Comedian Jerry Lewis,
gearing up for his annual Labor Day telethon
for the Muscular
Dystrophy Association,
Says, "I can't for the life
of me recall how many
times I've turned tears
into adrenaline."
The deaths of children
afflicted with the
disease constantly spur
him to give more time
and effort to battling it.
, Lewis %Tole in an article for Sunday's Parade
magazine. •
He said his work with
the MDA has given him
rewards he "never
dreamed of," although
he says contact with the
children he calls -my
kids" can cause pain as
well as happiness.
"The child laughs and
my heart soars . the
parents smile and I'm
back in kindergarten.
The nurses appear
hopeful and I want to
dance ... until the black
veil of doom drops in
and takes the child from
us ... and I die again."

AMIN

•

•
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LAKELAND WESLEY VILLAGE was the topic of conversation recentl
y4 en -market consultant Erma Risley was in Murray. Pictured in the conference room of the Murray
Ledger .1.• Times are, left to
right, columnist N.C. Garrott, the Rev. Paul t'banks, Ellen Hanna, Mrs.
Risley, Charles Shine and columnist Rainey Apperson.
Stall photo 111

Melinda Migginlon

It is hard to imagine that any
Senior Citizen housing doesn't
have people on a waiting list a
mile long — but that is not the
case of Lakeland Wesley
Village, located on Jonathan
Creek. This retirement community is sponsored by United
Methodist
. Churches, and the
powers that be want to get the
word to elderly people who need
housing.
The word is
housing is
AVAILABLE. This beautiful
retirement village is subsidized
by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development, and
for 30 per cent of your net income, anyone between the ages
of 50 and over, or the handicapped or disabled, age 21 and over,
may move in right now. That

/11 R 1 I.\E)

payment includes rent, utilities
and cablevision.
They have 160 units available.
and only 110 are leased, and
most of the residents are from
Kentucky. with only a small portion of the folks from other parts
of the U.S.
11`• Erma Risley. marketing consultant, from Owensboro, is out
singing praises about 'this
resort-type retirement community. She was in Murray
recently with HUD official
Charles Shine. the Paul Ubanks,
director of Housing and Health
Care For the Elderly of United
Methodist Churches, and his
assistant, Ellen Hanna, project
manager.
They know how attractive and
comfortable this facility is. but
they want to get the word to
other people who do not know,or
who think this facility is only for
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richi Methodists, which is not the
case. •
One reason Lakeland Wesley
Village has not attracted more
people is because they were involved in a lawsuit with the contractor. who went bankrupt, but
that spit has been successfully
settled, the officials said.
Erma is very enthusiastic
about the many services included such as safety„ seekirity,
grounds maintenance, entertainment and _recreation, and
wonderful health care from
right here at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
If you have any interest, all
you have to do is talk to any of
the residents and they will sell
you on this village. The
residents make other new
residents feel welcome.
As somebody said. "It is
almost too good to be true." The
fact of the matter is that all of
this is true and affordable. For
more information call or write
Cal Ross, Department of Housing and Urban Development,
P.O. Box 1044, Louisville, Ky.
40201, phone 502)1
582-6464

(Coned from page 4)

English oratory of elderly man helps him win

Tuesday,Sept.3
9iNiesday,Sept.3
Tuesday,Sept.3
Woman's Guild of St. Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Senior citizens acLeo's Catholic Church at Calloway Health
tivities will be at 9:30
IRVING. Texas (AP) long scholarship to the
will meet at 10 a.m. for Center.
He was 62 when he the small,
a.m. at Dexter Center; — When Hideo Takeuch
private seemed to find commass and later at
i University of Dallas, he began
————
studying English school here.
from
a.m.
10
to
p.m.
2
at
pletely agreeable.
delivere
d
a
Parish Center.
speech
titled
was
First United Hazel and Dougla
speaking about in his hometown in
"It was held in Aspire
s "It's Never Too Late To
He was interviewed
————
something he knows Japan. And now at 84 he
Methodist Church Centers; from 10 a.m.
Hall," Takeuchi said of by reporters. He posed
to Learn" and won a yearPrepared Childbirth Women will meet at 10
well.
is the oldest student at the English oratory con- for
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
pictures, in the camClasses will start at 7 a.m. with Executi
ve
—
—
—
—
test he won at the Ten- pus bookstore, chatting
p.m. in third floor Board at 8:30 a.m. and
Baptist Young Women
noji English Academy with fellow students all
classroom. Murray - coffee at 9:30 a.m.
and Baptist Women of
in Osaka. "Quite the while. He registered
Calloway County
————
Westside Baptist
appropriate."
for classes. And he
Hospital. For informaMothers' Morning Out Church will meet at 7
"I studied only '
visited a local mall,
tion call 753-5131, ext. will be at 9 a.m. at First p.m.
myseff," -he said. "By engaging shoppers in
144 or 753-6821.
Menus for the Nutri- each Tuesday and chocolate chip
United Methodist
————
brown reading and memoriz- animated conversation.
————
tion Program for the Thursday at Ellis sugar browni
Church.
Wednesday,Sept.4
e
and ing many words,
Taito Nakagawa, a
AA will meet at 8-p.m.
Cordelia Erwin Circle Elderly and Meals on Center. The centers will peaches.
————
phrases and fundamen- native of Osaka and a
at American Legion
Groups of First Bap- of South Pleasant Grove Wheels for the week of be closed Monday,
Wednesday
tal expresAions or wat- senior at the university,
Hall, South Sixth and tist Church Women will United Methodist Sept. 2 to 6 have been "Labor Day.
Meals will
Barbecue chicken, ching TV or listening to who is his escort,
Maple Streets.
is 60
meet as follows: Church will meet at 7:30 released by Jacqueline be sent to private homes potato salad,
turnip radio. I have no foreign years Takeuchi's junior,
————
Conley, director of each week day except greens, hot
Dorothy at 11 a.m. with p.m.
roll, baked friends and my business but said "he couldn't
Free English as a Se- Bess Kerlick; Lottie
———— •
- Murray-Calloway Coun- Monday.apples and apple.
has nothing to do with. keep up with the man-he cond Language (ESL)' B o ft 'with Ruth
Gosh,en. United ty Senior Citizens.
Menus are as follows:
" Thursday
English."
calls "Pops."
course will start at 9:30 Caldwell at 7 p.m.; Ilea Methodist Church
Meals are served at
Monday
Baked pork. cole
His .first day on cam"He doesn't need
a.m. in Adult Learning Walker with Dottie Women will meet at 7 noon, Monday through
Sloppy joe, onion slaw, white beans, cor- pus went at a breakne
me,"
ck
Nakagawa said.
Center, Room 206, Roy Halley at 7:30 p.m.
p.m. at the church.
Friday, at Hazel and rings, baby carrots in nbread and banana.
pace that Takeuchi "He just needs my car."
Stewart Stadium, MurDouglas
Centers.
—
' and butter sauce, two slices
———
————
Friday
ray State University.
Murray Assembly No.
Beef with noodles.
of whole wheat bread
For information call 19 Order of the Rainbo
w
green peas, tossed
and cantaloupe.
762-6971.
for Girls will meet at 7
Tuesday
salad, hot roll and fruit
————
p.m. at lodge hall.
Liver and onions, cup with melon.
Interested teams for a
————
scalloped potatoes, cabButter, milk, coffee or
Coed Church Softball
Free blood pressure
bage, cornbread, tea are served daily.
Tournament on Sept. 5 tests will be given from
14 Oz. 1-Bone
and 6 at Murray - noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
*Includes Choice of Potato, Tossed Salad
Calloway County Park Seventh-day Adventi
NEW ORLEANS Brothers, Irma
and French Bread.
st
should call First Baptist Church.
ALPHASEARCH
(AP) — Rita Coolidge, Thomas, and the Pfister
Church, 753-1854, by
Jimmy Buffet, Doug Sisters, will participate
• ————
today.
will research
Group II of First Kershaw and Pete in the three days of con————
(Friday & Saturday Night Only)
Christian Church CWF Fountain are just a certs, organizers said
anything in
Lesson for Cultural, will meet at 2 p.m. at handful of the Wednesday.
Aug.-30th & 31st
print. Computer
Arts Leaders of home of Frances Chur- celebrities bandin
The eight-hour exg
All You Can Eat Fish Special
Calloway County chill, North Seventh and together for a series of travaganza to be held in
searches also
Homemakers wilL be at Chestnut Streets.
Every Friday & Saturday Night
Labor Day-weekend the Superdome on Monavailable.
10 a.m. at Calloway
concerts to fight poverty day will coincide with
— ——
1303 Poplar Street
Public Library.
Murray Optimist Club in the Crescent City.
the stadium's 10th
Call: 753-9700
Murray, Ky.
————
The fund-raiser for anniversary.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Parker Brown.
Parents Anonymous Homeplace Family New Orleans' hungry
1906 Coldwater Rd.
759-1864
will meet from 6 to 8 Restaurant.
and homeless is called
p.m. For information
"Give Today for Tomor————
call 762-2504.
Delta Department of row," the title of a song
————
Murray Woman's Club written by Allen TousYOU CAN I DO BETTER TE-INJ
Racer Club.will meet will have a potluck at saint. a Gram
gr....-11, Coupons Effective
my
tir
ous
at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas 6:30 p.m. at club house. Award-winning
comTues. & Wed.
Restaurant. Members
poser and singer, Sid
————
note change in day.
Berger
and Alan I-luard.
Kappa Department of
Sept. 3-4
———
More than 100 artists
Murray Woman's Club
A Social Security will meet at 6:30 p.m. at and grqups, including
Representative will be club house.
Wynton Marsalis, Dr.
at Miller Courthouse
John. The Neville
————
Annex from 10 a.m. to
noon.
————
Open Water Scuba
Diving Course will start
at 6 p.m. in Room 105,
Carr Health Building.
Murray State UniversiSave on the item of your choice' Just fill in and present these coupons as you check out'
ty. For information call
762-6835 or 753-6811.
— ——
Living With Diabetes
will meet at 2 p.m. in
third floor classroom,
Murray-Calloway CounName Of Item:
Name Of Item
ty Hospital.
————
Story Hours will be at
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
at Calloway Public
Library.
— ——
The item you have written.
Murray Moose Lodge
The item you have written.
Limit $1 50 For 4 Coupons Per Customer
will have a business
Limit $1.50 For 4 Coupons Per Customer
Limit one item per coupon and 4 coupons
meeting at 8 p,m. with
Limit one item per coupon and 4 coupons 4
per family Not valid with K-Mart Doublt
officers to meet at 7
Per family Not valid with K-Mart Double I
coupon Not to include tobacco. Not tc
1
Apiir
rir„;„=i ur ii- coupon Not to include tobacco. Not to'
brinis=ii
p.m. at lodge hall.
r
"There's Always Good Things
exceed retail price of item1,411111I
exceed retail price of item
————
THE SAVING Pt A' F
Coupon Good Sept 3-4
TF-IF SAVING PLACF
To Eat At Our House..."
Coupon Good Se_pt
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)

Nutrition Program for Elderly lists menus
for next week; meals also sent to homes

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

Labor Day weekend
concerts scheduled

-

$4.95

Alphasearch

$4

WRITE YOUR
OWN SAVINGS!

Apply in person.
See

It's Your Choice

David Stom
1001 Whitnell Dr.

—Work—
Old or New,
Color or B&W

LOW PRICES
TO AMAZE
YOU
Zflik nir
?

trizaA

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Hwy. 641 N.

75 3-8 1 20

It's Your Choice
I Name Of Item

It's Your Choice

500FF

Name Of Item

2

S3.85
5,35
5.95

'Call Early For Your
Holiday Reservations
(Banquet Facilities For Up To 175)

1

Limit $1.50 For 4 Coupons Per Customer
Limit one item per coupon and 4 coupons
pia family,: Not valid-with K-Mart Double
eoupon. Not to include tobacco Not to
exceed retail price of item
T.F4F SAVINc PI AC- I
Coupon Good Sept 34
...
...

Hwy. 641 N
Murray

°OFF

The item you have written.

The item you have written.

Come Dine With Us
Lunch—Tues.-Sat 11 a m -3 p.m.
Dinner—Tues.-Fri.. 4 30-8 30 p m.
Dmner Sat. Evenings & Sunday

50 0FF

"DO-IT-YOURSELF" COUPON

Where New England Charm And
Southern Hospitality Come Together.

102 N. 5th it.

418t -1•Nommoulowooporom•

Murray

It's Your Choice

50°OFF

Ledger & Times

PHOTO
COPY

LIMIT $
T0
1 5
mOE R
PER CU

COUPON SALE!

Carriers
Needed

A New Deal In

DO-IT-YOURSELF

i

Limit $1 50 For 4 Coupons Pet Customer
I
Limit one item p! coupon and 4'coupons I
per family Not valid wall It Mart Double 1
'
co"1,0,, Nut to include. toboo to Not to 1
lkirrin
i:e=i
a--"e
A
eat eeil retail

putt'oi

TI-If SAVINC-; PLACE
•

-

item

1
Coution Good Sept. -4
.......... — — ........... MI../M. OM 41.. ?M. NM ...,
....
.
1
I

YOU CAN'T DO BETTER THAN

4=111 irm6-111.-

IV
•.-

'oar.
ore-4

41.
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Politicat Science Glossary
Serves Up a Lesson in Bull
DEAR READERS: It all began
when I ran the following:

Support payments may'be forced after 18
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP — A
contempt of court order requiring child-support payments may
be enforced even after the child
has reached the age of 18, the
Court of Appeals ruled Friday.
The case, which raised the
issue for the first time in Kentucky, grew out of a divorce in
Hardin Circuit Court. in 1968.
_In the initial settlement.
Leslie Lee Goodman was
ordered to pay $75 per month
support for the couple's only
child. Fourteen years later,
Patricia Goodman Dalton
sought a court order to hold her
former husband in contempt for
failing to pay $14,390 in child
support.
In October 1982. the circuit
court ordered Goodman's arrest. Under a court administered agreement. Good-

DEAR ABBY. I hate to contradict
your definition of democracy, but
everyone in America does not have
DEAR ABBY: A friend gave me two cows. A more accurate descripthese definitions of the various tion of how the system works would
forms of government, and I thought be: You have two cows,one neighbor
you might want to share them with has 10 cows and another neighbor
your readers:
doesn't have any. The government
COMMUNISM: You have two takes one of your cows and uses it as
cows. The government takes both of collateral to get a loan. It uses onethem and gives you part of the milk. third of the money for "defense"—to
SOCIALISM: You have two cows. protect your remaining cow—gives
The government takes one and gives one-third to a foreign government to
it to your neighbor.
keep it from going communist, and
FASCISM: You have two cows. spends the other third on research to
The government takes both cows find out why your neighbor's 10
and sells you the milk.
cows aren't worth as much as your
NAZISM: You have two cows. The two were.
government takes both of them and
Then the government milks the
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
shoots you.
cows, makes cheese and gives it to
BUREAUCRACY: You have two the poor people, who would rather
The Kentucky Supreme Court on
cows. The government takes both of have a cow.
Friday upheld a Jefferson Cirthem, shoots one, milks the other,
BARELY MAKING IT
cuit Court ruling that authorized
then pours the milk down the drain.
the county's Republican and
•••
CAPITALISM: You have two
Democratic parties to choose
cows. You sell one of them and buy a
their own county commission
bull.
DEAR ABBY:In a recent column,
candidates.
Abby, what happens in a democ- a reader compared communism,
•9.01K JAW .candidale.....Jotirt.W...
.rier?..
-socialism, Nazism, fascism— and—
Crimmins, had filed for one of
MRS. J. McC. capitalism.
the two vacant district seats. A
Abby, comparing such terms is
referend
um adopting a
like
trying
compare
to
pizzas to
DEAR MRS. McC.: In a democmagisterial form of government
racy, everyone has two cows, piccolos. "Capitalism," "socialism"
would have abolished the threethen a vote is taken and what- and "communism" are economic
commissioner panel and replacever the majority decides to do, systems; they are not forms of
ed it with a group of eight
government.
you do, and that's no bull!
magistrates.
The terms "democracy" "monarchy," "dictatorship" and "anHowever, the Supreme Court
Did I get letters! Read on:
archy" refer to- frorms of governthrew out the November 1984
referendum. After that decision,
DEAR ABBY: Our founding ment—they have nothing to do with
fathers did not establish a democ- the economic system.
England, foe. example, has a
racy; they established a republic.
Let's use the two cows to illustrate limited mondrchy aS a form of
government, and socialism as an
the difference:
•
In a democracy, you have two economic sysirm.
Peter
I hope this clears up the confusion.
cows. A vote is taken among all the
Gott, M.D.
C.R.M. IN MISSOURI
people, 99 percent of whom never
saw a cow; they think milk comes
DEAR C.R.M.: It does. Thanks
from the supermarket. Whatever the
majority decides you should do with for the political science lesson.
your cows, you do—unless the govern- Let's not pursue this 'til the
ment pays you not to raise cows, cows come home. I think we've
shoots one, milks the other one, and milked them dry.
pours the milk down the drain.
•* *
In a republic, you have two cows.
You can sell one and buy a bull,
(Do you hate to write letters because By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
have One or both cut up into steaks,
DEAR DR. GOTT — I have a
or sell both and move into a condo- you don't know what to say? Thankyou notes, sympathy letters, congratu- bulged disc. I
had a nerve test done in
minium because under a republic lations,
how to decline and accept
each person has the inalienable invitations and how to write an in- which they put needles in my legs and
right to do whatever' he darn well teresting letter are included in Abby's feet. I was told that I have permanent
pleases to do with his property. And booklet,"How to Write Letters for All damage to my _right side but.l_seem
that's no bull either. Around here, Occasions." Send your name and ad- to have more probleniS and pain with
dress clearly printed with a check or my left side. I don't understand this.
we call it lil?erty.
money order for $2.50 and a long.
JON A. HOLIDAY, stamped (39 cents) self-addressed en- When should surgery should be done?
DEAR READER — If you have
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. velope to: Dear Abby, Letter Booklet,
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. permanent damage to one side and
•• •
pain on the other, you need a neuro90038.1

man was released from jail
after a pledge to pay $35 per
week until the full past-due bill
was paid. plus interest and other
charges.
On 10 occasions after that,
Mrs. Dalton sought to have the
court force Goodman to make
the payments. which he usually
did.
In December 1984, Goodman's
attorney challenged the authority of the eburt to enforce its contempt order of 1982 because the
child had reached the age of 18.
In a unanimous opinion, the
appellate panel said the central
matter was no longer the childsupport payments, but the
court's contempt order requiring them.
"This being the case, the Harlin Circuit Court may continue
:o imprison Leslie until he fully

complies with its order of
November 1982," the appellate
court said.
In another case, the appeals
court said evidence from a
blood-alcohol test ordered by a
physician during the course of
treatment and not by any law
mforcement official may be usd as evidence in a criminal
case.
Jerry Marks was convicted of
second-degree manslaughter in
Jefferson Circuit Court as a
result of a traffic accident in October 1983.
Following the accident, Marks
was taken to a Louisville
hospital where he was given a
blood test. That test showed his
blood-alcohol level to be .27. In
Kentucky, a blood-alcohol level
of .10 is considered to be intoxicated when determining

Supreme court says county's party
leaders can choose own candidates

Surgery will
help bulged disc

Circuit Judge Edmund Karum
ruled on Aug. 9 that Crimmins
could not legally file as a
Republican candidate for
District "A" commissioner
because that office did not exist
at the time of his filing.
Even if the office did exist,
..Karera's-rialing- said- it- could -not
be the subject of a primary election in May.
The Supreme Court ruling,
issued Friday, is stated in a
single paragraph. "We affirm
the decision of the Jefferson Circuit Court for the reasons stated
in the trial court opinion."
Four of the justices concurred
in the majority opinion.

NMI

wnether someone is driving
under the influence of alcohol.
During his trial, Marks contended that the evidence of the
blood-alcohol test should not
have been allowed because it
was a violation of his protection
from unreasonable search and
seizure.
The appellate panel, in its
unanimous opinion, said no law
enforcement official ordered the
test, nor were any criminal
charges pending at the time.
Though Kentucky courts have
not ruled ion the topic, the appellate panel said other courts
have held that due process
comes into effect, "only when
state action is involved, and the
actions of private parties do not
deprive the government of the
right to use evidence acquired
lawfully."

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be'? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
'
FOR SUNDM%SEV1-EMBER 1, 1985
ARIES
mit
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
You have a lot going fOr...y914.4445,:........Y.ou:11.get.a.lett Accomplished naw,
You'll meet with romance and also -but shouldn't push beyond your
luck from friends, but don't be so
limits. Both domestic and job interconcerned about your ego.
esLs are fortunate
TAURUS
SAGM'ARIUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Good is right in front of you, but
If you'll forgo a tendency to play
careful planning may be required. the field, you'll have an especially
Don't harp on those things that might enjoyable and romantic day. The
go wrong.
evening may be enchanting too.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
.A chance for meaningful ties with
Accent home and family. A friend
others occurs now. Don't visit everywith problems is not the person to
one in your address book. Settle for invite over now. Investigate ads for
quality. Be discriminating.
shopping bargains.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan 20 to Feb. 18)
Social contacts met today will be
Put off discussions about business
helpful to you later on, but don't rush or financial interests. This is a time to
things. Success is quickly forthcom- speak from the heart to a loved one.
ing.
PISCES
wore
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
mew
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You'll have to pick your way
A few things may go wrong today. ,rough the financial options offered
but the good clearly outweighs the
Be discriminating and know
bad.Travel and love are areas of peak
what is of true value.
experiences.
VIRGO
•
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
YOU BORN TODAY are often
You shouldn't be in a rush to sign self-made. You need to watch that
anything. Job prospects improve
your materialistic side doesn't cause
Romance fares better at home than you to sell out. If you do your own
elsewhere.
thing, you will reach exceptional
LIBRA
heights: When you- - broaden your
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
interests, you often do something that
You shine in the presence of not only expresses your individuality
higher-ups now and you'll enjoy but also contributes to humanity's
today's recreational activities. One betterment. You're versatile, but need
friend could irk you.
to learn to finish what you start.

Gtie

Per

logical evaluation, pronto.' I make a
special effort to refer all my patients
with disc disease to a neurologist,
before they get any permanent
damage. Ruptured or slipped discs
can cause major neurological problems, including weakness. It is
inconceivable to me that your back
problem was allowed to progress,
untreated, until damage occurred.
There's little to be done to help
your right-sided symptoms, but that
disc may be bulging more and more
to the left and I'm concerned that you
may develop left-sided permanent
damage if the pinched nerves are not
relieved. I'm not a neurosurgeon, so I
cannot advise you when surgery
should be performed — or even how
much. However, you need another
opinion -- which, I hope,- differs from
the one you have had.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I often have
bladder trouble. Every time I see my
urologist, he finds blood cells in my
urine. I've been taking Naflon and
Darvocet N100 for a long time. Could
these be hurting my bladder?
FOR MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 2. 1985
DEAR READER — You have a
problem. Blood cells in the urine are ARIES
VIRGO
sit
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
never normal. The manufacturer of
Let
go
of
worry
and
do
something
You're
inclined
to
worry
be
a
wart,
Naflon states that the drug can cause
bladder inflammation, kidney disease different to freshen your perspective especially today. Follow the example
and loss of renal function. In addition, on life. Today, the grass may be of a loved one and start making a new
life for yourself.
like many medicines. Darvocet can greener elsewhere.
LIBRA
enhance the adverse effects of other TAURUS
(Sept.23 to Oct22)
medications that are also being taken. (Apr.20 to May 20)
You'll have to stand aside and let
A money concern can inhibit you if
You need an evaluation of kidney
function and you should talk with go of a problem. By trying too hard, you let it. - A talk with a loved one,
your doctor about discontinuing both you're pushing away the answers you though, gives you renewed encourNaflon and Darvocet. After having seek.
agement and vigor.
stopped the medicines for several GEMINI
SCORPIO
weeks, you should have a repeat urine (May 21 to June 20)
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
A concern about work dampens
examination. If blood cells are still
A job opportunity is perhaps unfapresent. you will require.a kidney X- your spirits a bit. Today, you'll profit miliar to you, but you'll rise to the
ray (IVP) and cystoscopic exam, dur- by accepting invitations and enjoying occasion. Don't limit yourself. Be
ing which the urologist — perhaps friendly get-togethers.
open to new enterprises.
one who is more concerned about the CANCER
SAGITTARIUS
potential of your condition — exam- (June 21,,to July 22)
)
411E (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
ines your bladder through a tube.
You shouldn't be suspicious
While you worry about the past,
because of a prior setback. Today's you just might let the future pass you
If you have questions about MENO- opportunities are legitimate and right by. Today's chances are exciting and
PAUSE, you can get answers in Dr. up your alley.
worth your while.
Gott's new Health Report Ai the LEO
CAPRICORN
subject. Send 75 cents plus a self- (July 23 to Aug.22)
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
A problem at home you thought
It's difficult when an old friend
Box 2597, Cincinnati, OH 45201. Be solved needs to be dealt with
becomes a source of problems.
sure to ask for the Health Report on However, an unexpected encounter Remain
loyal, but also give yourself a
Menopause.
proves thrilling!
break. Find time for you!
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Career pressures are heavy now,
SUPER SPECIAL
but shouldn't be the cause for undue
concern. Welcome today's chances to
make some new friends.
PISCES
-(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You may not care for the people
you have to work with, but the
Tlcket Good Seut
opportunity is such that you'll have to
taw sr Karon peke"
make some allowances.
YOU BORN TODAY are very sensitive and inclined to temperament.
How you handle your emotions will
Dowee Suede a
be the key to your success. Learn not
Leateex excluded
to take things so personally and you'll
find that life goes smoother for y&i.
7 14,
You're at your best when motivated
by an ideal. There is much you can do
in creative fields. Once you overcome
self-involvement, you work well in
partnerships. Birthday of: Jimmy
Connors, tennis pro; Marge Champion, dancer: Cleveland Amory, writer.
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Behr's
VCR
Giveawa
Register
to WIN a
Quasar VCR!
One VCR to
be given away
for each of our
34 stores. That
makes 34 VCR's
given away FREE!
Central Shopping Center—Murray, Ky.
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BUSINESS NEWS IN BRIEF

!slimy Ledger & Times

By Got. Collins. Mayor Ellis and Judge Vlk eaks

State's industries honored
Governor Martha
Layne Collins has proclaimed the week of
September 1-7 as Industry Appreciation
Week in Kentucky.

Mayor Holmes Ellis and Judge Executive George Weaks sign into effect a
proclamation proclaiming Industry Appreciation Week, September 1-7 in
Murray and Calloway County. Flanking the mayor and judge are Rex
Galloway, chairman of the existing industries committee, and Steve Zea,
executive vice president of the Murray Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce.

Disney Channel to air special
_
Families can learn to
be "Too Smart for
Strangers" when the
Disney Channel airs the
musical special, designed to help children protect themselves. Winnie
the Pooh, Tigger, Roo
and other characters
from "Welcome to Pooh
Corner," impact vital
defensive skills to young
children in ''Too Smart
for Strangers," airing
exclusively on the
Disney Channel Saturday, Sept. 7 at 11 a.M.
The points stressed in
the program cover a
wide range of situations
involving children including what to do if
you're approached on
the street by a stranger,
what to do if you're
home alone and a
stranger-calls or comes
to the door, and what to
do if someone touches
you in a way that feels
wrong.
The program has
received endorsements
from across the nation,
Including children's
organizations and entertainment celebrities.
Tyne Daly ("Cagney
and Lacy"), Emmanuel
Lewis ("Webster"),
Gavin McLeod ("The

Love Boat"), and John
James ("Dynasty")
have all endorsed the
program. "Too Smart
for Strangers" has also
been endorsed by such
diverse organizations as
the Adam Walsh Child
Resource Center, the
Child Welfare League of
America, .the National
Education Association,
and the International
Association of Chiefs of
Police.
William Shippey served as executive producer on "Too Smart for
Strangers." while
Frank Brandt produced,
Betty Birriey wrote the
special and Phillip F.
Messina and Ron
Underwood served as
directors. Additional
contributions were
made by the show's CG7:1sultants, including the
National Center for
Missing and Exploited
Children, Find the
Children, the Los
Angeles Police Department, Juvenile Division
and the Child Abuse and
Neglect Resource
Center.
"Too Smart for
Strangers" will air
throghout September,
including National

Preview Weekend, for
convenient viewing on
Murray Cdblevision's
Channel 26 for Disney
Channel subscribers.

This will be the 21st
year that a special week
has been dsignated in
honor of the state's
manufacturing industries. A highlight of
the annual observance
will be the Governor's
Industry Appreciation
Luncheon to be held
Wednesday, Sept. 4, in
Louisville. At that time.
Governor Collins will
recognize Kentucky's
new manufacturing industries and existing
firms that have expanded between August 1,
1984 and July 31, 1985.
The Governor will
also honor seven industries observing their
100th anniversary this
year. Two other awards,
-the Gov-el:
. 66es.
porter of the Year and
the Corporate Citizen of
the Year, will be

Jones named new
manager at Fidelity
Credit Corporation
Connie Jones has been Burkeen, and Sara
named the new Harrell.
manager of the Fidelity
Former manager
Credit Corporation of- Larry D. Brewer took
fice at 715 South 12th another position in LexStreet in Murray.
ington and Jones was
The loan office has promoted to manager of
been in business for one the Murray office after
year dealing with loans working as assistant
from $1,000 to $15,000. A manager for the past
total of three employees year. Burkeen , joined
work at the office - the staff on July 15 as
Jones, Marilyn assistant manager.

FLBA makes
transfers in
accounts
Effective September
3, all Calloway and Marshall County Federal
Land Bank accounts
will be transferred from
the Mayfield FLI3A office to the PCA office in
Murray on Highway 641
North.
The transfer of accounts from Mayfield to
Murray will be made to
improve the efficiency
of the association by
reducing operating
costs. According to
Dave Horback, the
association's president,
"the office is making
this move with the
members of the association in mind. It will
result in better loan servicing for these farmers
and it will have a
positive impact in helping us reduce our
operating costs. These
reduction in costs are
corisistent with our mission which is to.provide
credit and related services at the lowest possible cost."
The oftice staff will include Steve Dublin,
senior loan °Meer; Alan
Wilson, loan office::
and Anita McCallon, office assistant.

Noting the importance of manufacturing
in Kentucky. Knicely
said more than 256,000
workers are employed
in manufacturing jobs.
He said manufacturing
accounts for one out of
every five jobs in
Kentucky.
In Murray, two
manufacturing firms
were listed amons the
state's new manufacturing plants announced
during the Augugt
1984-July 1985 year Duncan Tool . and Die
and Precision Mold and
Die.
Four plants in the
Murray-Mayfield area
were listed among those
manaufacturing plants
which expanded during
that period - Murray
Fabrics, Inc., Dillon
Manufacturing Co.,
General Tire and Rub-

ber, and Mayfield Printing Co.
In a fact sheet
prepared by the Kentuck.y Commerce
Cabinet, a list of information was included
about Kentucky's
manufacturing
industries
•More than 256,000
workers are employed
by Kentucky manufacturing firms.
•Manufacturing accounts for 20.6 percent
of Kentuckians working.
•Of Kentucky's
population. 6.7 percent
is employed in
manufacturing.
•Income from
manufacturing is about
$12 billion annually.
•Manufacturing accounts for about onethird of Kentucky's
state gross product. The
annual gross national

Home
Building Costs
I recommend an Independent
Agent for all your insurance
needs. I've been using one
for nearly 30 years.
—Raymond Burr

AUTOMATIC
PROTECTION
AGAINST
UNDEkINSURANCE
Rising construction costs .
make your hOTne worth
more. . and point up the
need of making sure your
insurance limits are up-todate With INFLATION
PROTECTION, a special
benefit offered by State
Auto with Homeowners
Policies, the amount of insurance on your property
is automatically increased
at periodic intervals
INFLATION PROTECTION
means buitt-in protection
against being underinsured at time of loss
Call us . You'll find were
friends you can depend on

IN BUSINESS,THERE'S MORE THAN ONE RISK.
THAT'S WHY YOU NEED
A MORE-THAN-ONE-COMPANY AGENT.
Today s businesses face all kinds of risks
From computer losses to workers compensation. From property damage to product liability. From business interruption losses to
robbery and theft And new risks are emerging e-Ver-y- dcE6t. That's-Why so many businesses
seek the advice of an Independent Insurance
Agent-like us-to help them anticipate and
manage those risks.
Why on Independent Agent? First, we
represent many companies-not lust one So
we can Find the precise coverage you need
at the best price. And we can eliminate overlaps and gaps in your protection

Second, we are professionals who can
recommend creative programs that utilize
traditional insurance, self-insurance, co-insurance, captives or any combination that best
suits your special requirements
Third, we represent you-not some company-and can help you reach a fast fair
settlemeiit
No wonder more and more businesses
-large and small-rely on us to protect
them against today s risks
And tomorrow s
Come in and
see us today

The Murray Insurance Agency
•.l-Air Shopping Center/753-4751

tion in the training program, she traveled to
Pfizer's New York headquarters for extensive
education concerning
prescription medications. Her course of
study included modules
dealing with anatomy
and physiology, basic
pharmacology, disease
states and their treatment, and communication skills.
As a representative
for Pfizer Laboratories,
Lamb will visit area
physicians, hospital personnel and pharmacists
on a regular basis, to inf or m them of
therapeutic advances
developed by Pfizer
Research.

product from manufacturing is 28.3 percent.
•Value Added per
manufacturing worker
in Kentucky is $43,954,
or 6.4 percent greater
than the U.S. average.
•Value added per
dollar of manufacturing
,wages in Kentucky is
$2.45, or nearly 11 percent greater than the
U.S. average.
•Foreign manufacturing companies have
invested about $1.4
billion in Kentucky
manufacturing operations. This accounts for
about 10 percent of total
manufacturing
investment.
•Some 186 Fortune
500 industrial corporations own manufacturing facilities in
Kentucky.
•Kentucky is the
third largest producer
of trucks in the U.S.
.MOre trucks Are.pruduc ed in Louisville than any
other city in the nation.

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple St.
Souths.de ot the ct swore
'753.4451

THE frA0111-114•Pd-ONt•C05P5IVY
INSURANCE AGENT

Lamb receives award
Vicki Pat Lamb, of
Franklin, Tenn., recently completed the professional sales representative curriculum at
Pfizer Laboratories, a
four-part training program designed to
prepare new sales
representatives for
their work with medical
professionals.
During her participa-

presented at the
luncheon.
According to
Secretary of Commerce
Carroll Knicely, 129 new
Plants, 380 plant expansions, and 17 new supportive industries were
announced between
August 1984 and July
1985. He said that 21,500
new jobs were announced as a result of the new
expanded industries.
Calendar year 1984
was a record year for
the number of new jobs
announced in Kentucky
- 22,009. Kentucky ranked sixth nationally last
year in the number of
new manufacturing
plants and expansions
announced. Through the
first seven months of
1985, 12,582 new jobs
have been announced in
Kentucky, according to
Knicely.

Bob Billington—CPCU
Dan Shipley
Tom Scruggs

Guy Billington
Owen Billington

Roweserrong

A

Dan McNutt Nr3
State Auto Insurance,
A ,,Pencl

aepene or

SuniircbdirtineJ
ANNOUNCES SERVICE TO
LOUISVILLE AND FRANKFORT!
MAGGLE WINS IN GROCERY GAME William Maggie, Buchanan, is congratulated by
Big John's store manager Ron Phillips after
Maggie won $100 as the store's first winner in its
Wheel of Fortune game.

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
William Maggie
Vicki Pat Lamb
Connie Jones

Now you can make a trip from Murray to the LouisvilleFrankfort-Lexington area and return the same day!
Beginning September 3, Sunbird Airlines is providing one
daily flight each way between Murray and Frankfort with
enroute stops in Louisville. This schedule will be flown on Mondays through Thursdays!
Depart Murray 7:00 a.m.
Arrive Louisville 9:15 a.m.
Depart Louisville 9:25 a.m.
Arrive Frankfort 9:45 a.m.
(All local
Now you can avoid t
at costs comparable to
Murray-Louisville
Murray-Frankfort

Depart Frankfort 5:00 p.m.
Arrive Louisville 5:20 p.m.
Depart Louisville 5:30 p.m.
Arrive Murray 5:45 p.m.
times.)

long drives and overnight delays
$80.00 one-way
$85.00 one-way
_

You. may call. the Sunbird reservations office at 489-2199
(800-626-3362)from outside Kentucky)for reservations, flight
information, or other details or see your travel agent.
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Football tonight; Murray State hosts S. Carolina State, 7:30 p.m.
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Murray High keeps series record intact; crushes CCHS, 28
-6
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Murray , High literally threw the visiting
Calloway County Lakers out of Ty Holland
Stadium Friday night.
Taking advantage .of a vulnerable Calloway
County secondary the host Tigers passed for
three touchdowns and outscored the Lakers. 28-6.
The win marked the Tigers' sixth consecutive
triumph over their crosstown rivals in the last
seven years for a perfect 6-0 series record.
But even with the lopsided triumph. MHS
coach Tony Franklin warned his Tigers have •4a
long way to go to be a good football team."
-We're still a long way away from being a good
football team. but were a lot closer tonight than
we were a week ago when MHS lost its season
opener to Russellville. 22-3 t.•' Franklin said.
• We got a couple of breaks early and capitalized
on them but then when we had a couple of opportunities to put the game -away, we lacked the
killer instinct '•
To the overflow crowd at Ty Holland Stadium,
the. game was obviously a one-sided affair from
the opening series by MHS. After a superb
kickoff return to the Murray 47 by Chris Padgett,
the Murray offense trooped 53 yards in six plays
for the team's first touchdown of the 1985 season.
Junior wide receiver Ed Hendon broke he-hind_....
the Calloway defenders and hauled in a 27-yard
pass from junior quarterback Mark West. Hendon was wide °pew in the end, zone with nary a
Laker within 10 yards.
"I was so open for a second I thought I was going to drop it." Hendon admitted later. But he
• didn't drop that pass nor two others including .a
third-quarter halfback toss from Rodney Skinner
that scored from 30 yards out and gave Murray a
secure. 21-0-lead. That score was set up by a fumble recovery by Tiger defender Jim Alexander.
•'We- knew going into the game that Calloway's
secondary was young„- Hendon said."
.We did a ,
tot- better job on Our routes tOitight,oand our line
gave. t West ) more time to throw. It feels a lot
more comfortable now than it did last week."
West completed his first seven passes enroute
to an 11 for 15 night for 122 yards. He scored two
touchdowns passing and rushed for another.
Skinner, slipping out from the backfield, was
the other successful Tiger receiver-who snaggeda West pass for a TD. Skinner's score came with
901 remaining in the . second period and
sophomore kicker James Payne connected on his
second of-four extra points for the night.
"They.flat out beat us tonight," said Calloway'
first-year head coach Jack Haskins. --Murray
took the ball at us and proved they were the best
team tonight "
To Haskins, one of the few bright spots of the
night was the way the Lakers came out in the second half, down-14-0. and didn'rgiVe u0.-AlSo. he
changed quarterbacks from senior Scat Taylor
to sophomore Carey Alexander in the third
period and the youngster directed the Lakers' only touchdown drive. Alexander scored from six
yards out on an option play to avoid a shutout.

Kentucky prep
football scores

Kentucky Prep Football
FRIDAV'S GAMES
Anderson Co 22, Frankfort 0
Ashland 12. Lax Henry Clay 7
Atherton 21 Waggener 12
Bardstown 10. N Hardin 9 20T
Bath (b
Ashland-Fairview 8
"Reechwood 34 Madeira. Ohio.7 •
Boone Co 11. Erlanger Uoyd 13
Breathitt Co 9. Johnson Central 0
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ALONE ... TO ELATION - Murray High receiver
Ed Hendon (6) waits for
this Mark West pass to drop into his hands for the
first of three touchdown
tosses by the Tigers Piiday night.(Right photo)
Celebrating after Hendon's
TD catch are teammates Jason Billington (33) and
Hugh Houston (13).
Staff photos by Jim Rector
The Lakers hadtme-other Opportunity to score
late in the game when Mickey Garrison fumbled
on the Murray one-yard-line and Skinne
r
recovered in the end zone to stop the fourth
quarter threat.
West climaxed the Murray scoring in the third
period with a one-yard touchdown run set
up
earlier by a Calloway fake punt which was called
a yard short of the first down on the Laker 46.
Three passes from WeST to Hugh Houston accounted for 38 of the 46 yar,ds covered on the last
.
Murray scoring drive.
Murray had at least two other chances to score
- once when Keith Tyler recoveredaLaker Ann-ble on the Calloway 29. but the drive netted
nothing, and one other drive ended with Payne
missing wide with a 31-yard field goal attempt.
Murray's passing game was the clincher, no
doubt,. but Franklin praised his budding runnin
g
game as being the game's catalyst.

Carroll Co 30. Eminence 6 .
Caldwell Co 14, Crittenden Co' 0
Cawood 27. Bell Co 14
Cincy Academy Phys Ed 46. Cov,
ington Holmes 14
Clay Co 13: Pineville 9
Covington Catholic 25. Newport 14
Christian Co 23, Hopkinaville 6
Daviess Co 19, Union Co. 0
E Hardin 14. Elizabethtown 0

Fort Knox 41. Lou Shawnee 12
Franklin-Simpson 29. Madisonville 7
Franklin Co 14. Western Hills 12
Ft Thomas Highlands 28. Dayton
(1
Fulton City 21. Greenville 0
Fulton Co. 37.(Mon Co .Tenn.27
Garrard Co 19, Berea 0
Hancock Co. 14. Ohio CO. 13

"I felt a Tittle bad that we didn't get the ball to
(Jason Billington more because he's a tough
runner. But at the same time, it feels good to be
able to turn around and see several guys we Cap
send in to get the job done," Franklin said.
The Tigers utilized the rushing of fullback Cory
Huie, a Calloway transfer, to gain 22 yards on
eight carries and they unveiled Henry County
(Tenn.) transfer Jack Kendall. who complemented the speed of Skinner extremely well
with 23 yards on six carries. Skinner-hod 22 yards
on five tries.
With his offense cranking and-defense holding
_solid-fOr--three-eomplett-quau tet b, -Franklin Trazi
reason to relax, yet he confided afterwards that
even though it may have looked easy. "it didn't
seem that easy Vale."
"Coach Haskins is a very basic, fundamental
football coach and I respect him a lot," said
Franklin. "To tell you the truth. I was more ner-

Harrodsburg 14. Lincoln Co 13
Henderson Co 34. Evansville.
Ind , Memorial 25
Henry Co 19. Evans 12
Lawrence Co. 20. E Carter 12. r'
Lex _Lafayette 7. Danville 4_
Logan Co 14, Adair Co 14
Lone Oak 40. Ballard Memorial 6
Lou Butler 14. Lou Manual 3
Lou_ DeSales 10. Lou Iroquois 7

vous this year about this game than I have ever
been in the past."
Next.week Calloway iO-2i has an open date on
its schedule while Murray I1-1 hosts Reidland at
8 p.m.

Game at a Glance
at Ty Holland Stadium
Murray High
77 140 - 28
Calloway Co
110 06- 6
Scoring Plays
1st quarter - Ed Ben4idt_274-0.01pass from Mark West James Payne
kick good
34 7-0.
2nd "quarter - Rodney Skinner
25 yardpass from West Payne kick
19,00. 14-0
3rd quarter - Hendon 34) yard
pass from Skinner Payne kick
11201. 21-0.
3rd quarter - West 1-yard run
Payne kick 1-1 Ott 35+. -

Lou Male 9. Fairdale 0
Lou valley 12. Lou Seneca 7
Lou Western 33. Bullitt Central 20
Lou Ballard 7. Shelby Co it 20T
Lou Eastern 35. Oldham Co 16
I.udlow 6. BelliYue it
Ntariemont. Ohio 14. Conner 12
'Marshall Co 27. Webster Co 0
Mayfield 37. Heath 0
Mercer Co 14, Owen Co 0

Murray 2$. Calloway Co 6
N Bohan 20, Charlestown. Ind 6
Nelson Co 17, GI•ayson Co 7
Owensboro 13. Pad Tilghman 3
Earls 41. Lewis Co 6
l'restonsburg 34. Boyd Co_ 0
Rowan Co. 36. Estill Co 8
Russell 29, Portsmouth. Ohio 6
Simon Kenton 20. Coy Scott ft -

4th quarter - Carey Alexander
6-yard run Run tails iS 43, 2M .ti
Statistics t.eaders
- 1c31 . Mlekr-r-Otrr.
nson 15.58
Mike Wheeler 4 40.
NIHS, Jack Kendall 6.23 Corey
Huie 9-22 Rodnal Skinner 522
11S:CEll ING - iMHS i Hugh
Houston 4,45. Ed Hendon 3.64 Skinner 3-35, t CC • Fred Jones 2-28. Mike -Wheeler 1,19 PASSING - VIIIS1
Mark West 11-15,122 Fl is, Skinner
1 3.0 1TD. CC. Scott Taylor 2 6.17.
Carey Alexander 4-7.55

SI Navier 25 Lou SouthernIII
Trigg Co 14 Russellville s
I rtiana Ohio 34 Dixie Heights 6
W Carter 26. Fleming Co 0
Warren Central 10 Warren East 7
Washington Co 13. Boyle Co 6
Wayne Co lit (*wiry-(*9. 7
Williamsburg If,. Harlan.14
Whifesburg 21 Elkhorn City 12
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(Above) Sophomore quarterback Carey Alexander (7) provided
the only points for the Calloway
County Lakers as he scored on this option play to make the final score
28-6 against Murray High Friday
night.(Right) Behind the blocking of Tigers Chip Adkins (60) and
Jason Billington (33), Murray running back Corey Huie looks for an opening in the Calloway defense
.

Tonight's Purdue game at Pitt puts teams in new light for 1985

PITTSBURGH AP - Pitt Coach Foge Fazio
hopes tonight's season opener against Purdue
puts his Panthers in a Whole new light.
And not just because the 7:40 p.m. contest will
be the first night game ever played in Pitt
Stadighr which opened exactly 60 years ago.

e\

No. 10 Bri
iso.inieg „sigfAnilinu,...8atuagai--got-the season started Thursday'
night by defeating Don; Flutie-less,Boston College 28.14 in the Kickoff Clysic. Robbie Bosco
passed for 508 yards and three touchdowns*while
Glen Kozlowski caught 10 passes_for.241_yards.__
Tulane Was to make its debut today under new

won:- rano---afarnons

-P-1.---"liveretritetratpeurptaringi
.
cr
said. -But we're not so excited about playing
Pardue. ... They're an awfully good football
team to be playing at this time of the season
.
They were 7-5 lait season and were sort of
upend
dOwn, but look whothey beat - Michigan.- Ohio

.

State, Notre Dame: they gave Miami a great
game and they played in the Peach Bowl."
Three members of the ' Associated Press.
preseason Top Twenty played in the 11 games
opening the season.

Coach Mack Brown by emei Laming No. 19
Flprida State.
-Tonight. No. 17 South Carolina plays host -to
The Citadel, a Division I-AA team. .
• South Carolina is a heavy faVorite, but last
year it needed a 4 - ard 'ass with__I:02 left to

that finished well last year'. Kansal-c5-6) won
three of its last four while Hawaii (7-4) won
seven of its last.eight.
On Monday 'night. Alabama is at Georgia for a
. nationally televised Southeastern CO:nfenence
game.

to a 10-2 season, best in the school's history.
The rest of the Saturday.night schedule finds
Memphis State it Southwestern. Louisiana,
Virginia Tech' at Cincinnati - and KanSas at.
HawoH
The Karila's-Flawali game Matches two
team's
•

Both Pitt and Purdue will spotlight quarter
backs with savvy -- Purdue's Jim Everet
t Was.
the Big Ten's total offense leader when he
passed.
for 3,256 yards last season and Pitt's John
Con-'
gemi-passed for-I-MO -yards-as-a sobb-orrrore
on Pitt's 8-34 team in 1983. •
•

•

•

•
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Storm steals thunder
at U.. Open Tennis;
Purcell loses in 2nd

Your discount parts supermart

Do it yourself...save big bucks.'
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
'Major League Baseball standings

Toronto
New York
Baltimore
Detroit
Boston
Milwaukee
Cleveland

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
American

and In tiinatiapalicareftime_

Pet
625
567
536
535
476
464
359

73 5.5

1.41.: Angeles
,art tiego
Cincinnatt
Houston
Atlanta
San Francisco

GB
5
114
11 4
19
204
34

7
V,
15,
,
19,
,
24,
,

Friday's Games
Atlanta 8. Chicago 1
Cincinnati 1. Pittsburgh 0
Houston 7. St Louis 5
Philadelphia 5. Los Angeles 2
New York 2 San Franr
0 1
Only games Scheduled
Saturday's Games
Atlanta 'Bedrosian 5 It at Chicago 'Engel 1.2.
New York .Gooden 20.3r at San Francisco 'Gott
4-10i
Pittsburgti .1M1alk 01. at Cincinnati , McGaffigan
1 2 t. .n
Houston iKnepper 10-10. at St Louis 'Cox 14-7. in.
Philadelphia • Rawley 10.6 at Los Angeles Valen
zuela
, rt
Montreal 'Guth( kson 1211. at San Diego 'Show 9-8.
in.
Sunday's Games
Houston„at St Louis
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati
Atlanta at Chicago
Philadelphia at lass Angeles
Montreal at San Diego
New York at San Francisco

570
552 24
523 6
500 to
453 15
448 154
370 254

67
t11
1 56
61
63 63
58 70
56 69
17 80
Friday's Games

592
535
532
46111
437
397

66 59
67 59
71
78
7
'5550
511 6

Minor League
AAA Baseball
American Association
EASTERN DIVISION
Louisville 'Cards .
Nashville tTegers.
Buffalo Chisox
Indianapolis'Raps I

71
68
610 69
64
74
61
77
WESTERN DIVISION
Okla City .Rangrs
78 61
Denver
76 63
Omaha ;Royals,
71
6s
Iowa Cubs.
64
74
Friday's Games
Oklahoma City 6, Omaha 4
Iowa 4. Denver 3. 11 innings
Nashville 4, Buffalo 3
Louisville 5. Indianapolis 3

Pct
511
500
464
412

GB
14
6,
,
i/k2

561
547 2
511
7
464 13,
,

•46.

Major Leagui. Baseball Leaders
_AMERICAN LEAGUE
N ATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (300 at bats) - Boggs, Benton. 359,
BATTING .300 at bats) - McGee. St Louis. 367
Brett. Kansas City. .357; Henderson. New York. 337:
Herr. St Louis 325. Guerrero, Los Angeles. 320,
Mattingly. New York. .327: Bochte. Oakland. 311
Raines, Montreal, 313. Gwynn, San Diego. .308_
RUNS - .Henderson. New York, 107: Ripken.
RUNS - Murphy, Atlanta. 99: Raines. Montreal, 94
Baltimore. 92, Murray, Baltimore. 90. Whitaker
Coleman. St. Louis, 91. McGee, St Louis, 119; Guer
Detroit. 87, Brett, Kansas City. 86. Winfield: New
renr.-tavAilireTeT-117 York. 86
RBI - Murphy Atlanta, 92. Herr. St Louis. 88
RBI - Mattingly. • • Neer •'York. 104, Murray.
Parker, CIncinnati, 87. Clark. St. Louis. 84. GWIlson.
Baltimore. 103: Winfield. New York.90. Bell, Toronto,
Philadelphia 82
87; Ripken. Baltimore. 87.
HITS - McGee. St Louis. 189. Gwynn. San Diego
HITS - Boggs, Boston, 180, Mattingly, New York.
153. Herr, St Louis. 151, Raines, Mordreal. 146. Sand.
365. Wilson. Kansas City. 154. Bradley. Seattle. 153.
berg, Chicago. 146
Baines. Chicago. 151; Brett. Kansas City. 151
• • DOUBLES - Herr. St Louis. 31, Parker. einem
DOUBLES - MattInkly. New York, 39: Buckner,
half. 31. WallaCh, Montreal, 30, Cruz. Houston. 28,
Beaton, 36. Boggs, Boston, 32. Cooper. Milwaukee. 32,
Wilson. Philadelphia, 211. Hernandez.- New York. 24
Walker, Chicago. 32
TRIPLES - Wilson. Kansas City. 19, Butler.
TRIPLES - McGee. St Louts, 16. Samuel
_tia.„,...„.,,._.12.„.puek464 44.4,,,,,i,
_ft,„.ftehl..---.P-4Lladis4p5iat41-t47e59rnikee.-St.--Istia4s.-10.:•Raines, Mon
Toronto. 8: Cooper. Milwaukee. 8; Fernandez. Toron.
treat. 10; Gladden, San Francisco, 7
to. 8; Bradley. Seattle, 8.
HOME RUNS - Murphy. Atlanta. 34. Guerrero. Los
'HOME RUNS - Fisk. Chicago. 33. Evans. Detroit,
Angeles. 31. Horner. Atlanta. 23. Parker. Cincinnati
29: Balboni, Kansas City. 27; Bell. Toronto. 27.
23. Schmidt, Philadelphia 23
Thomas, Seattle, 26: Kingman. Oakland. 26.
STOLEN BASES - Coleman. St Louis, 88; Raines,
STOLEN BASES - Henderson. New York. M. PetMontreal. 51: Lopes. Chicago_ 63. McGee. St Louis.
42. Samuel. Philadelphia. 42
tis. California, 41: Wilson. Kansas City. 40: Butler.
Cleveland. 35: Moeeby, Toronto, 31.
-PITCHING 110 decisions, - Cliburn. California_ 8-2.
PITCHING .10 decisions I - Franco. ancbuiati
.800. 1.80; Guidry. New York. 16-5. .762. 290.
11.1. 917. 1 54, Gooden. New York, 20-3. 870.1 78: Her
Saberhagen. Kansas City, 16-5. .762, 2.81. Birtsas.
shiser. Los Angeles 13-3. 613, 229, Burke. Montreal.
Oakland. 10-4..714, 3.56: Leibrandt. Kansas City. 13-6.
8-2. 800. 1 71 Hawkins. San Diego. 16-4..800. 3.02
.684. 2.79: liomanick. California. 13-6, 684. 379
STRIKEOUTS - Blyleven, Minnesota, 160. BanSTRIKEOUTS - Gooden New York, 213, Ryan.
nister, Chicago. 154. Morns. Detroit. 154. Burns.
Houston. 186. Soto. Cincinnati. 181; Valenzuela, Loa
Chicago. 141: Witt. California. 141
Angeles 171, Kruk°. San Francisco, 140
SAVES - Quisenberry. Kansas City. 30. HerSAVES - Reardon. Montreal. 33. Smith. Chicago.
nandez. Detroit, 27, Moore. California. 24. Howell.
28. Coinage. San Diego. 21. Smith. Houston. 20. SutOakland, 23. Righetti, New York . 23
ter. Atlanta. 20

1946 over the Boston
Red Sox:
Current owner August
A. Busch Jr.'s arrival on
the scene in 1953 is
marked by his par:
ticipation in the team's
spring training drills.
A-4:111tb periOd-ffi-Cardin a ls history is
brightened somewhat
during the mid-50s by
promising newcomers
Bill Virdon, Wally Moon
and Ken Boyer. Devine
explains a formula he
used to build world
champions in 1964 and
1967, including trading
for Lou Brock, Julian
Javier and Curt Flood
and the grooming Bob
Gibson's pitching.

Music in keeping with
each period forms the
background for the
panorama.
"Baseball is always in
the music. I -always
tried to use music from
the era," Miller -said.
every era, the
ballplayers are in synchronization with the

music."
Miller's film, which
includes a song, "The
Kid," for which he
wrote the lyrics, closes
with scenes from the
Cardinals' most recent
World Series triumph in
1982.
It represents, he says,
the soul of a team that
through generations has

appealed to millions.
Miller recalls becoming hooked on the Cardinals when as a boy in
the 1950s he listened to
Harry Ce.-ii07,--then their
broadcaster, from his
home in tiny Philo, Ill.
"I've always felt that
when people were- sitting out in the baseball
stadium and they are
rooting for the Cardinals, they have more
communal feeling than
(in) anything else we
do," he said.
The
whole point of the film is
the community's love
and enjoyment and
celebration of the
teani."

Louisville retains lead in Class •-tAA
LOUISVILLE, Ky. in the regular season.
(AP) - Louisville reThe Redbirds, 71-68,
tained its 1%-game lead defeated visiting Inin the Eastern Division dianapolis 5-3 Friday
of the American night, but second-place
Association with only Nashville stayed close
three games remaining behind with its 4-3 vic-

iouth 12th

tory over Buffalo.
Gary Rajsich's tworun home run in the first
inning gave Louisville
the lead for good and
reliever Pat Perry picked up his 13th save.

Street

753-8971

EtWathePowerfu/Pro-lluaRrAiternative

HO
ioso //EC
SPECIACULAR

NOTICE

First from the start

BEAT THE FEDERAL
TAX INCREASE

VAL

On' October 1 of this year, the Federal
Excise Tax on distilled spirits (gin, vodka,
whiskey, etc.) will be increased substantially. This increase coupled with other
toxes and some supplier raises will mean
that your favorite brand will go up
about $1.30 per 1.75 liter bottle and
in some instances much, much more.
May we make a suggestion?

Chain Saw

Save big on this
powerful, pro-quality
ECHO 18 bar, 44cc
Chain Sew!

All your purchases between
now and October I will be at
our usual low prices. So consider your future personal, gift
or part)t needs now and buy
while you can save from $6.00 to
$15.00 per case depending upon
the item.
Please contact The Party Mart obout
your favorite brands and we will be happy
to lay aside o supply for you.

CS-440E VI.

When you're ready to
tackle tough jobs the easy way.
• Exclusive Pro Fire- electronic:ignition
tot easy starts
• Quiet, yet powerful 2 stroke engine
•lightweight well balanced
• Automatic thain oiling
• Anti-vibration system

Please bear in mind that oil purchases
must be picked up prior to October 1 to
take advantage of this enormous savings
Hope we've been of service.

SAVE $300°

The pato•? Mart

ECHO.

ALL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.

509 Lone Oak Rd.

.

Southstde Cente

1/11„
/ Mly

poducoh's most interesting store
'ecirefirio;

West Dire7
siOn
4 si

Oakland 8. Detroit 3
Toronto 5. Chicago 3.
California.4. New York I
Baltimore 6. Seattle 0
Texas 4. Kadsas City 1
Boston 7. Minnesota 3
Milwaukee 9, Cleveland 6
Saturday's Games
California 4 Romanick 13-6 • at New York Whitson
8.7i
Chicago (Davis 1-1 I at Toronto (Alexander 134.
Boston (Boyd 11.11 and Nipper 7-9. at Minnesota
4Blyieven 12-13 and Viola 13.111. 2. it-n
Oakland iBirtsas 10-4 at Detroit 'Terrell 127. n
Seattle i Moore 11.8, at Baltimore 'Flanagan 23,
n
Kansas City 4Leibrandt 13-64 at Texas . Russell 1-4.
n1
ClivelandlSmith1-21 at MI/Waukee aliguera II It
in,
Sunday's Games
Oakland at Detroit
Chicago at Toronto
California at New York
Seattle at Baltimore
Boston at Minnesota
Cleveland at Milwaukee
Kansas City at Texas. in,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pet
G8
St. Louis
77 48
66
New York
76 51
598 2
Montreal
70 57
551
S.
Chicago
484 164
65
Philadelphia
60 66
476 174
Pittsburgh
39 86
312 38

Cardinals baseball film makes big hit with fans

your Nivel Reservations Coll

Magir League Balaban
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
61 L
SU 48
74 52
67 58
68 59
60 66
58 67
West theisstee
e S2

California
Kansas City
Oakland
Chicago
Seattle
Minnesota
Texas

Movie review:

For alt
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NEW YORK (AP) - matches were drawing
John McEnroe, Boris to a close, rain swept
Becker, Martina across the National TenNavratilova and Chris nis Center.
Evert Lloyd were supOn the grandstand
posed to take the U.S. court, Lloyd and her
Open by storm.
women's doubles partA storm beat them to ner, Carling Bassett,
it.
hurriedly wrapped up
On today's weather- their 6-2, 6-4 victory
restructured schedule, over Lillian Drescher of
Ivan Lendl was to com- Switzerland and Etsuko
plete his match against Inoue of Japan.
Bill Scanlon on the
On 10 other courts,
stadium court, followed players headed for
• by McEnroe, the defen- cover.
ding champion, against
Suddenly, the drizzle
Bud Schultz, Lloyd turned vicious. Lightnagainst Grace Kim and ing ripped through the
Becker, the West Ger- sky, thunder rocked the
man Wimbledon win- steel-and -concrete
ner, against Kelly" stadium, hailstones ratEverndon of New tled like machine gun
Zealand.
fire. The wind tore down
Navratilova, the fences, tents and power
defending women's lines, and uprooted
champion, whO was to trees.
have played rriday
The storm blew over
night's final match within 10 minutes, leavagainst Lisa Bonder on ing an 18-inch pool on
the stadium court, was the center court and
shuttled to the grands- washing out the rest of
OUT AT THE OPEN - Murray tennis pro Mel Purcell, photographed her
tand court today.
the day's and all of the in the ATP Championships last week,
was eliminated Friday in the second
Before the rain came evening matches.
round of the U.S. Open Tennis Tournament in New York. Purcell was
Friday, the two No. 4
.eltnitng0.in tcar,StI5, 5-7, 6-2. 6,4.6-2_4 Switzerland!s- Heinz -Gundhard
t.
seeds, Jimmy Connors ''eIrwaI prtycai
.
'y
Photo by Hal Crouch
and Pam Shriver, ad- actually," said player
vanced to the third Marcella Mesker of the rackets
out of a tent on lapsed on them, officials in the third when play
round with ease.
Netherlands. "We came the grounds, said, "the
said.
was halted.
In one second-round upstairs (in the indoor wind
took off like mad ...
Earlier, Connors
match, completed tennis building) and Then this
machine (a
Lendl, the No. 2 seed disposed of Hank Pfister
before the rain delay, there were quite a few
cash register I wound up from Czechoslovakia, and Na. 11 Stefan
Murray, Ky., pro Mel leaks in the dressing in the street. It
weighs had won his first set 6-2 Edberg, one of a quartet
Purcell was eliminated room. You could almost 80 pounds."
and was ahead 2-0 in the of seeded Swedes,
in four sets, 5-7, 6-2, 6-1, take a shower and wash
At least two spec- second when the storm defeated Ken Flach 7-5,
6-2, by Switzerland's your hair, it was that tators
were injured. A struck. David Pate had 6-3, 6-4. A third men's
Heinz Gundhardt.
bad."
man .factured his arm won his first two sets seed, No. 15Scott Davis.
Shortly after '4 p.m.
Kurt Schneider of and a woman was-cut in 6
:
4,6-0, but trailed No, 9 was beaten 673, 7-6, 6-3
EDT, as the daytime Boston, selling tennis the head when
a tent col. -seed Miloslav Mecit 0-1 'by Brian Teacher

By PAUL LeBAR
For example, the
AP Sports Writer
opening features a
ST. LOUIS (AP) - depiction of the battle at
Larry Miller, in examin- the Little Big Horn in
-ing St. Louis baseball which Gen. George
fans' allegiance to the Custer and his troops
Cardinals, discovered were massacred. The
its essence in the words historical event occurof. former General red the same year as St.
Manager Bing Devine.
Louis baseball's birth.
"The Cardinals are a
Glimpses of the men
religion," says Devine who molded the Carnear the end of Miller's dinals' early history in90-minute filth on the clude those of the late
National League club's Branch_ Rickey, the
history. "There aren't club's cigar-waving
many teams in baseball general manager of half
today that really carry a century ago.
this great thread
Former owner Sam
through all the years."
Breadon is seen receivMiller's movie, which ing a tribute for
is titled "The St. Louis assembling world's
Cardinals: The Movie," champions in the 1920s
premiered in May. It and 1930s. Players of the
took nine months to pre-Gas House era
make and carried a pro- shown include pitchers
duction cost of "right at Grover Cleveland Alex$100,000," which includ- ander and Jesse Haines
ed costs of sojourns to and second baseman
inspect numerous ar- Rogers Hornsby, all
chives and film now Hall of Fame
collections.
members.
As it turned out,
Among the 13 World
within three months Series the team has
more than 27,000 copies played, probably none
of the film have been was more memorable
sold. Orders have than in 1934, when a
poured in for the presen- near riot followed Joe
tation, which is being Medwick's slide into
marketed in home video third base.
cassettes, from fans in
The late Kenesaw
all 50 states plus seven "Mountain" Landis,
foreign countries. The then commissioner, is
cassette is available seen instructing Medfrom the Cards for wick to leave the field
$33.75.
for the player's own
"It just totally sur- safety in a game against
prised us," Miller said the Detroit Tigers.
of the response to the Others in the Cardinals
movie, which traces the cast were Leo
Cardinals from their Durocher, brothers Dizorigin in 1876.
zy and Paul Dean and
"We traveled. We got Pepper Martin.
films from the SmithsoA fadeaway to the
nian, we got films from 1940s focuses on the arcollectors all over," he rival of Hall of Famer
said. "The Hall of Fame Stan Musial as the
at Cooperstown was club's most majestic
very helpful."
hitter of all time.
Lacking a format of
Highlights of the 1944
narration that would World Series against the
establish it as a St. Louis Browns make
documentary, Miller's up part of the montage,
movie relies instead on as does Enos "Country"
the producer's use of Slaughter's mad dash
newsreel clips and from first to home on
vignettes to tell its Harry Walker's hit to
story.
win the World Series in
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THE FAR SIDE

THE ACES }'

By GARY LARSON

CLASSIFIEDS

BOBBY WOLFF

•

Billy leaves,home to join the zoo, but returns
the next day afRiti being told that, as art
animal, he was just -too common."
•

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

42 Performs
44 Arrogant
VVan
45 Comparative
5 Tibetan priest
ending
9 Tattered cloth
47 Meeting rolorn
12 Prepare for
49 Evils
print
50 Hebrew month
13 Periods of time
52 Harvest
14 Time gone by
54 Babylonian
15 Forenoon
deity
16 Eves mate
55 Press for
18 Strike
payment
20 Derived from
57 Fall in drops
22 Great Lake
59 As far as
24 Unmarried
61 Hawaiian
woman
wreath
27 Cut
63 Force onward
29 Actress Carter
65 Again
31 Choose
67 The self
32 Name
68 Pedal digits
34 Undergarment
69 Mine vein
36 College degree
DOWN
abbr
37 Items of
1 Edible seed
property
2 Reproves
39 Punish
3 Chinese dis4 1 Baseball player
lance measure
abbr
-.4 Sched abbr '
,
12

2

3

4

5

6

7

Answer to Previous Puzzle

•

RUE

I

J

A

-

S E

8

29'
34
39

I

4

IIPIII

/ 50

1

OOP

44

,

IS 0

TRE T

NORTH
•K Q
V8 6 3

49

Al
A
DIN.

8 Pal or
9 Proportion
10 Symbol for
silver
11 Proceed
- t1 -PreThi:"CfciWri
• 19 Negative prefix
21 Suits
9
23 Singer
Fitzgerald
14
25 Gambled.
sort of
26 Spirited horses
27 Greek measure
of length.
Pill
28 Entreaty
30 Flaccid
31
33 Engrave with
acid
35 Persian fairy
36
38 Asterisk
40 Part in play .
4
43 Heavy hammer
46 Wireless set
48'Household gods
51 Symbol for
ruthenium
,
53 Greek letter
56 Hard -shelled
513
fruit
58 Crony: colloq.
60 Be in debt
59
61 French article
62 For example:
abbr.
64 Artificial
language
66 Negative

0

52
,
63

I
65

68

69

WEST

*9 7 6 5 4 2
V 1O5
•8 5 3
4K 4

2.Notice

2

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
be
in
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS,INC.

Parkside
t‘t -A
-

Storage

Now has rental
storage available
15hone 759-.1775 or
come by.

222 S. 12th
753-5865

10. Business Opportunity
5

2 male, fluffy,
yellow cats on S.
10th St. If find
please
Lall
753-9964 after 10
a.m. Both cats
have
been
neutc red and have
all their shots.

502 N. 8th

rk•:, Y.

EAST

COUNTRY NOTIONS

20 FOR return of
753-6774 female. Tabby cat. Lost
in May, vacinity of 12th
CIIERtiKEE Trading & Payne. Please call
'Post new location 4 753-9898.
miles east of Murray on
Hwy. 94. Labor Day
weekend special: White
Castle hamburgers .50,
tacos .80, burritos .95.
Visit our unique gift
For information on
shop 9a.m.-7p.m., Sun
the whereabouts
Ila.m.-7p.m.
121 Bypass

$500
REWARD

Vulnerable: North-South. Dealer:
North. The bidding:

1V
Pass

South
2 NT
Pass

LIMITED OFFER MC VISA
Recieve a MasterCard or Visa
credit card regardless of your
past credit history or present
marital status
INo Savings
Account Required''I

West
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Heart 10

GUARANTEED!
For application call
UREDIT
1-800-637-6680
(toll free)

BID WITH THE ACES
8-S1-B
South holds

•34,
41IK Q 9 72
•QJ 42
4A 3
South
1 V

North
1+

^

rtZT re.ra.mics Christmas hours stetting
Sept.' 9, will be open M o n.cl y & Friday
lp.m.-9p.m.. Tues
6p.m.-9o.m.

ANSWER: Two .diamonds. Introduce
the second suit in preference to rebidding one no-trump, or worse, two
hearts.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, P0 Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply

NEC), SLURP,MAYBE YOU
I. SI400LP COT SOME EYEHOLES
IN YOUR MASK

America's
Newest
Party Plan
Christmas around
the world, hiring
home makers to
demonstrate
Christmas decorations. Good pay. Can
earn at least '8 an
hour, 12 weeks,
part-time. Free '300
Kit. No investment.
No collecting. No
delivery. Call Carlene
Lovell, collect
502-333-6951 "or
write Rt. 1, Sturgis,
Ky. 42459.

A Christian
Child
Development
Center
Has openings for
ages 2-5 et 6-10
after school care.
Limited enrollment. Qualified
personnel.
.
Phone
753-6695

ENGINEERS/
DESIGNERS

New Location
Southside
Shopping Center

Design engineers,
tool designers, process
engineers

Brooks
Bus Line

(plastics), machine
designers,
mold
makers. Send resume
and salary history:
Trytemps Inc.
P.O. Box 339
Chandler, Ind.
47610

New Location
Southside
Shopping Center

NEED immediately

3. Card of Thanks
CARD OF THANKS

ROOFING
David
Call

,

Cat hey
For
Free
' Estimate.
435-4354
After 6 P.M.

CHAPLAIN STANE&LA55
15 'TRYING TO INCREASE
CHURCH ATTENDANCE
COME TO CHURCH
ON SUNDAY
GET TICKETS FOR
5 FREE BINGO
GAMES OW
FRIDAY

6. Help Wanted
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details. send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332.
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
MANAGER wanted for
Marble plant at Mid
Western Marble Co
Option for profit sharing or stock in company. Top qualified
personnel only. Must be
experienced, no other
need apply. Send complete resume to P.O.
Box 1040-P. Murray.
Ky.

Bob's Comic
Shop

people seriously interested in losing weight.
Call 1-800-992-9991.
WANTED now: standing hardwood timber
for domestic & imports.
COSMETOLOGY by Small or large tracts.
LaDora, a new hair Get top dollar. New
salon. Cut/setS10.00. aggressive timber
Call 753-0658. Closed merchandising concept.
Needed immediately.
Sat.
Send information in
MNE Roach Taylor is detail to P.O. Box
now working at Joyce's 1040-A, Murray. Ky.
Beauty Salon, Central
Shopping Center. Call DO you like country
decorating? Then you'll
753-2511.
love the new Country
Home Collection. Be the
YOGA
first in your area to
have a home gathering.
Vigorous- Gentle
437-4711.
7-9 p.m. Tuesdays

Starts Sept. 3
435-4261
8 weeks-S40

The family of Emma Ed.
wards would like to thank all
of the friends to thank all the
friends that sent flowers.
food &cards during the death
of our mother Your concern
was greatly appreciated
Special thanks to Brother
Glen Cope for the kind words
& sympathy
She's gone but will always
be recnember in our hearts
The Farm)',

RI

Department of Transportation al
i

HELP
WANTED
Person experienced in appliance &
T.V. installation &
delivery.
Call
753-1713
for
appointment.
SALESPERSON New
vacation resort on Lake
Barkley looking for
several enthusiastic
persons if you are over
19. have a pleasant look
and an outgoing personality. This could be
the opportunity of your,
lifetime. Call 502-9245814.
WE need salespeople.
Must have car, no
travel. Prospects furnished. Excellent
working conditions,
high earning potential.
Call Larry Sutter 9-5
daily 502-362-8652.

JANITOR

THEY WERE HERE,, RuDY AND 61.6
ON THE FLOOR„ WALKER W„ANC
,
1.416 WOLF,„

hours-light
Good
duty -car required
Must be dependable.
Inquire
Boones
Cleaners, 605 Main.

I LEFT THEM, ONLY MOviENTS
460.RUDY AND Gu5 iNcicKEp
C0i.9„COULDN'T WALK.THEN

HOW..?

DRINKING AND
DRIVING CAN
KILL A FRIENDSHIP

aw.••••••••••-•••• ••••••.••••••••••••••••10••41410
•

r

ANTI(
Navs
Crysta
sizes
stem
seryt
pitche:
four s
corn le
to be
precis
old c
made
hundr
lion,

14. Want to Buy

DEALER' wants to buy
very old furniture, depression glass, fesita
glass, old coke material. Call 753-3642 after 5
o'clock call 753-5738.
RXTRA nice hamster
cage at a reasonable
price. Call 753-4161 after
7p.m.
ARM wagon--- With g000t
running gear. .approx.
15x8 feet. Call 753-0640
before 5p.m ask for
Laura.
FORECLOSURE . We
have an investor that
will make up your back
payments for an
ownership interest. You
stay. Dial Mary Jane
753-1492 at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

Ron.*
'-

Clock,
runs
feet. 2
after 5

111171

used,
Hooks
faucet
mful
ria,
firm!
rITTF
month,
$5-24C
Hardy:
CAST
comm(
with n
Electr
$90. Ca

15. Articles for Sale
WHIRLPOOL 17 cg. ft.
refrigerator with .textured steel door. only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595.

16. Home Furnishings
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595.
19. Farm

Fr

Equipment

law JD- Combine, both
headers, good condition. Call 435-4155.
510 MASSEY Ferguson
diesel combine. 1976.
both headers. Call 3452574
AUSHERMAN combine
cylinder bars, longer
lasting, greater capat
ity. Some in stock,
others in 3 days. For all
combines
Vinson
Tractor Co. 753 4892.
RED Belly tractor &
equipment. Call 753 0718
or 753 4478.
WE have the best truck
tool boxes in town. Let
us prove it. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753.4892.

MU I
HO!
a CI
neec
supE

frorr
clasChtl
red.

BL

$ 125.
table saw, $75.
Call 753-4862.

ALTO sax, excellent
condition. Must sell.
Make offer. .Call 7591243.
ANTIQUE solid cherry
wood piano, excellent
condition. Must sell,
$450. May be seen at 720
Nash after 3:15p.m.
FIOLTON TR-1-58 trombone, excellent condition, $425. al 753-6795.
KIMBALL pianos &
organs. Check our
prices before you buy.
Thurman Furniture, 208
Main St. Murray 7534834.
RHYTHM guitarist and
lead vocalist would like
to join an established
Country band. I have
been playing guitar for
10 years and singing
forever. Audition tape
available. If yciurre
interested call Ronnie
at 753-0330. (Nights
24. Miscellaneous

1 SET of patio sliding
storm doors with
screen. $100. Call 7539479 or 759-1509.
8 FT. flourescent lamp$1 75 each, 4 ft flourescent lamp- 11.50. Coffee
9. Situation Wanted
table, end tables
day couches- $35 &
up,
- care worker will do Bedroom .
suiteS
baby sitting. tor-worktng bed.chist. dresser, with
box
* mother. infant op to'S springs &
mattress,
ars. $175. Solid oak tables
y
e
&
6:30a.rn.-5: 30p.m . 759- chairs, OA
kitche.n
1489.
.
•
cabinet with porcelain
WILL do housecleaning, pull-out top, antique
-.experienced. dependa• couches, used freezers,
ble. references.. Call refrigerators. washers
788-11048-.-'- -- & tlryers.-George Hodge
WILL do housecleaning. & Son, Dixieland Shopping Center. 7534689.
Call 489-4822.

rXUgRTENCRD-

.0
.
0
.1010
11,11
..
"
4

-7-

Fire
Cal
afte

NEED a job" Four
openings now. You may
qualify if: ii you are
between 16 8z 21 yrs. old
21. you have dropped
out of school for 9 month
or more. 31 you don't
have a high school
diploma or GED. Call
JTPA Out Of School
753-9378, if no one
answers call 753-3033
and leave name, address & phone number
PASCHALL Truck 22. Musical
Lines safety dept. is
looking for experienced
road drivers.
• FOR SALE
Qualifications: 25 years
Antiq
ue selfold, 2 years of recent
over the road explayer piano,
perience, current
very good conlicense & good driving
record. Applications
dition, $850.
will be accepted at the
Murray Terminal, Hwy.
Floor drill press,
641., Mon.-Fri. from 8-5.
71/2"

••••-••

N013017,
1
HERE,
LILA
!

1 1. Instruction
DANCE Instruction for
ages 4-adult. Call Beverly Peeler 753-8226 for
information &
registration.
L7NDIA Cochran
Dance & Gymnastics.
Register now. 753-4647.

of a 1949 HarleyDavidson. Information confidential, no questions
-asked, 436-7623.- ..r

SUNSHINE
CENTER

NO CREDIT
CHECK!

+652

ATALLITE system
giving you problems?
We service any make or
model anywhere. Service fleet available. 7
years experience. Call
day or night, 901-4792306.
SMALL country grocery with large inventory, making money. 2
or 3 bedroom house
attached. Bell City
area. 442-7569.

Lost aod Found

LOST

Olds Pont Cad Buick

LORDY
LORDY
LORDY
NANCY
JONES
IS
40

AG
Rd
renov
have
plant
is exl
on as
healt)
you
P.H.
offer
We w
lime
want
prep
seefd
day,
free
ferral
have ;

WILL mow yards. Free
estimates. Call 759-9258.
WILL stay with elderly
at home or in hospital,
at night. Good references. Call days
753-4410, nights 753-4590.

World of Sound

Parkside
Car Wash

+83
K Q972
•QJ 4 2
•A 3
SOUTH
A J10
V A J4
•K 9 7 6

East

24.

9. Situation Wanted

Guaranteed Repair
Service
On car & Home Stereo

•

North
1+
3 NT

Notice
r ft

8-31-A

LO-IEN YOU TOSS
ANC TURN ANC,' CAN'T
6ET TO SLEEP' 3E,CAU5E
1T'5 JU57 7-00

WERE COMES MY
5IPEKICK,SLURP

2.Noti.ce

•A 10
41IbQ J 10 9 8 7

5 Become
aware of
6 Military units
7 Anatolian
goddess

24

42

SE
AP
FE R E
.
ED
A
WE
A
OP
Al

22

'2

P0

'13

%
1
2n

A

RAM-1
D A

AR

%
IP 13

15

ANTE

If today's hand were played on
three different occasions, it would
probably be played in three different ways. Which way would the
play go at your table?
At the novice-to-average level,
West leads the heart 10, East plays
the queen and South the ace. West
hops up on the first club to lead his
last !wart, and East establishes his
hearts while he still holds-the club
ace - down one.
If South is an eiperienced player, he allows East's heart queen to
hold .the first trick. When East
returns the suit, South's jack wins.
When West wins the first club, he
.has no heart to lead and South has
time to establish dummy's clubs making four no-trump.
What happens in the advanced
game? East signals encouragement
on the first heart instead of playing
his queen. South must win the jack
and the defenders win- the race.
West has a heart to lead when in
with the club king and East's hearts
are established while he still has
the club ace - down one.

•••••••••••••••••••■••••••••••••••••••
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CLASSIFIEDS
24. Miscellaneous

24. Miscellaneous

AG Brokers, Industrial
Rd now offers lawn
renovation service. We
have Stac Dust, a new
plant food material that
is extremely fast acting
on soil P.H. To have
healthy, durable grass
you must have a good
P.H. in your soil. We
offer complete service.
We will aroate. fertilize,
lime, spray for unwanted vegatation.
prepare seedbed &
seefding. Call 753-4533
day, 759-4640 night for
free estimates & referrals. We want you to
have a beautiful lawn.

24. Miscellaneous

AIR compressors. Dill 2 ROYAL electric
Electric 753-9104.
typewriters, one is a
the other office
FARMERS- land
1 759-1156.
owners. Call AG
OREGON saw chains
BRokers, Industrial Rd.
3/8" Pitch for 16" barfor soil testing service,
$7.99, 20"- $8.99. Wallin
stacdust sales, spreadHardware, Paris, Tn.
ing service, lime
spreading, culvert pipe, ROADMASTER rowing
etc. We want to do machine. Also. 10 speed
business with you. Murray bicycle. Call
Located across from 759-4707 after 4p.m.
Farris Grain. Call 753- ROYAL 440 manual
typewriter, excellent
4533 Day, 759-4640 night.
GARRETT metal de- condition, $75. .Call 435tector, never used, $225. 4526.
Also, 26" girls bicycle, SANSL1 100 watt stereo
excellent condition, $50. receiver, cassette deck,
turntable, 2 speakers,
Call 753-8628:
GRAVELY tractor glass front case, $500.
mower, dual wheels, Less than 1 year old.
FOR SALE
electric starter, Sulky Must sell. Call 753-3145.
Rototiller. Good condi- SEASONED firewood.
New
Ashley
oak, hickory, mixed
Fireplace Insert. tion, $888. Call 759-1117.
MF-250- new- 42 HP- hardwoods $30/rick
Call
753-1794
diesel- power steering- delivered. MM. order 2
power adjust rears- ricks. Call John Boyer
after 4:00.
auxiliary hydraulics- 753-0338.
best seat- extra heavy HARDWOOD slabs in
rear end- bumper- fluid bundles delivered.$80 a
ANTIQUES. 50 yr. old in rear tires- stabilizer load. 901-584-3306 after
Navarre Fostoria bars & brackets. 2 year 7p.m, Charley Tubbs
Crystal. 47 Pc. set. All warranty- list price Sawmill, Camden. Tn.
sizes goblets, plates, $16239, 2 in stock- sell SMITH Corona 70015
stem sherbet, large for $9995. See Gene or electric type writer,
serving platter, tall Will Ed at Stokes Trac- $100. Call 753-8170.
pitcher, cream & sugar, tor 753-1319.
TOWLE sterling flatfour sizes of bowies. All
EP31O copy ware serving for 8 with
comletely etched. Has machine & cabinet, serving pieces and 8
to be seen to be ap- good condition, $600. extra teaspoons. Call
preciated. Also, very Call 753-8918 between 1-653-6565.
old cucumber quilt, 8:30 & 5:30.
TRADE 4WD Intermade in the eighteen MI-STRAL Naish national Scout, excelhundreds, good condi- 4ailboard. Also, Ford lent condition, for 3/4
tion, unusual pattern. Courier short wheel ton truck of equal value,
Rosewood..Setn-Thomas. base carnpee----topper,.. prefer-Ford-- VS stanClock, made in 1865, Call 753-5066.
dard. 436-5806.
runs and strikes per- NEW MF-1010
3 cly. USED dinette tables and
fect. 25 in. tall. 382-2240 diesel16 HP- with 54" chairs, twin beds, school
after 5p.m.
center mount mower- desks ,recliners, rockers,
BRAND new, never turf tires- the
ultimate chests, ranges,
used, water purifier. lawn mowing
coffee tables,
machine
Hooks up to kitchen
plus you have 3 point lift end tables, lamps,
faucet. Removes har- Sz -PTO for other
yard & couches and chairs. Hard
mful chemicals, bacte- garden work. List price back and
paper back
ria, bad taste, ect. $125 $7446. 1 in stock to sell books. For
the best prices
firm! 753-3711.
for $6495 with 7.9G and best used furniture
CAR batteries, 60 financing for 60 months. and appliances shop
month, 85 amp, 460 CCA See Gene or Will Ed at Trash and Treasure, 806
005-240 $29.99. Wallin Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
Coldwater Road, 753-4569.
Hardware. Paris, TN.•
OREGON bars for USED galvanized roof
CASTIRON .-bathtub, -Homelite chain saws: ing, approx. 600 sheets:
commode, sink, vanity '12"- $11.99, 14"- $14.99, Call 753 5852
with mirror, all for $80. 16"• $19.99, 20"- $26.99
answer 753 3907.
Electric clothes dryer. Wallin Hardware,
USED washer & dryer,
$90. Call 759-1401,
Paris. Tn,
great shape. $225 for
pair. Call 7539829.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 753
0595.

7;M

re-

frigerators,

in no

Amvets Post 45
Dance
Fri. 30th & Sat. 31st
Band
Dixie Breeze
9 a.m. until ?

CHILD CARE
TEACHER
MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL has on immediate opening for
a Child Care Teacher to work on an as
needed basis. Duties would include direct
supervision of children who range in age
from 6 weeks to 8 years and some
classroom responsibilities. B.S. in Early
Childhood or Elementary Education preferred. For more information contact:
CARDIN CARMACK
CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
BUREAU FOR MANPOWER SERVICES
203 SOUTH 6TH ST.
MURRAY, KY 42071
INVES'MfNt SFPVC

r

Akft FPI

IN.TES

REGISTERED REPRESENTATIVES
WESTERN KENTUCKY
ISFA Corporation is a rapidly growing and
innovative securities broker/dealer providing investment services to the public
through participating banking institutions.
West Kentucky banking institution requires
the services of an experienced, series 7
registered representative. Position is
salaried. Prefer a minimum of one year
successful sales experience as a registered
securities account executive.
Please submit your resume in complete
confidence to: c/o P.O. Box 2400 Paducah,
KY 42001 EOE

S NIOR ITIZE S AVE
A RIGHT TO KNOW...
what a quality Medicare Supplement insurance should cost.
Many Senior Citizens in Calloway
County are paying far more than
necessary.
If you are paying more than:
$31.00 Monthly or
$355 Annually
you should find out why.
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES recently
completed a cost study on"
medicare supplements. The
results of this study is upsetting
to say the least.
CALL

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
733-T273
you may cut your cost in half.

WHIRLPOOL
Air Conditioners
5,000 B.T.U.
$4.00 Per Week
10,000 B.T.U.
$6.50 Per. Week
18,000 B.T.U.
$8.25 Per Week
25,000 B.T.U.
$10.75 Per Week
(With Approved
Credit)

Rudolph
Goodyear
721 S. 12th
753-0595

32. Apts for
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Rent

43. Real 'Estate

47. Motorcycles

52. Boats-Motors
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
1981 YAMAHA 350 1983, 19. FT. Baja, 350
REPAIRS
street bike, 8,000 miles, 110. stainless steel
CE1 TV and Stereos
windshield, 2 helmets, prop. Very low hours.
BAILEY'S
MUNR•'V HOME 4 AUTO
rack, excellent condi- Call 436-5356 or 759-9576.
TRUI VAtUi
FARM
LUMBER
tion, $475 or best offer
1983 CREST IT. pontoon
Nor t ht.th. Shoppansp CT.
753-5159.
boat, 24 ft, full furniture,
753-2571
SUPPLY
1983 YAMAHA YZ80. depth finder, CB, Camper
Has tobacco
excellent condition, low kit, 50 Hp Evenrude mo- ODD job specialist.
33.. Rooms for Rent
46. Homes for Sale
mileage, $450 Call 753- tor with lift. Excellent ceiling fans, electrical.
sticks
$18.00
ROOMS for girls or 2BR house. 115 S. 10th. 5755
condition. Call plumbing, fencing You
boys near .university. Newly renovated, ready 1977 HONDA 550,
hundred.
per
King 436-2289.after 6 pm
name it. I do it. You
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
to move in. Open house & Queen seat, good THE ideal starter
buy, I install. You
Industrial Rd.
SLEEPING room for 1-5 Saturday and Sun- shape with Nolan Houseboat. 33 foot Seago- break,
I fix Call 436rent 1 block from cam- day 759-1813. 753-6123.
'helmet. $575 or best ing with large front deck. 2868.
Murray, Ky.
pus. Call 759-9645.
2 BR house, goes into offer. Call 753-5901.
.4 cyl. Volvo engine, air. PAINTING z
Paper
759-1099
the realtors hands if not
81 HONDA 200 3 - shower, radios, tape hanging, commerical or
34. Houses for Rent
sold this week. Lynn wheeler, like new. $550... player, excellent condiresidential. Free estion. Under $10,000. See at timates. References 25
1 BR unfurnshed house, Grove area, $34,000. If Call 489-2642
1 or 2 adults. $80 a interested call 435-4150.
your movie:,
RONDA 3-wheeler Town & Country Marina years experience,
riding & push
month plus deposit. No 1 BR house, 2 bath, Super 185 like new. Call or 618-524-2533,
Tremon Farris 759-1987
chain saws small •-r.
pets. Water furnished. great room, 1 1/2 story, 492-8652.
ROOFING, Plumbing.
53. Services Offered
gines and aelding to
489-2267.
next to East School. 1' TtED 1983 Yamaha 506
Concrete work. .Ad2 OR 3 BR home. 1 bath, acred shaded lot. Must Virago. ferrin, ad- ALL type masonry ditions. Painting. Moody s Repair for
their tune up and 'over
heat and air condition- see to appreciate. Buy justable sissy bar. work, block, brick, General Carpentry
haul. ('n&- fry Corner
ing. 350 month plus now and get low rates. luggage rack. Excellent concrete, driveways. P.A
Molony Co
Road. 753-566," luk Up
deposit. Call 753-8923.
$35,000. Call 753-8848.
condition. $1400. Call sidewalks, patios, house 7 5 3 - 8 628
Free
iver
d
r
foundations, new Estimates
LARGE 1 BR house. BY contractor, new I after 5p.m. 759-4146.
Guaranteed
single or couple, no BR, 2 bath brick & YAMAHA YZ60 motor- chimneys or chimney
THWEATT 5." Alternapets. One year lease. cedar house ready to cycle- & helmet. Call repair. 25 years extor. Generator & Starter
perience. Free es753-3913 before 9p.m.
move into. Priced in the after 5:30p.m. 753-3020.
Service
rebuilt ar retimates. Call Charles
60's. Call 753-3903.
paired, Rt #1. Almo.
36. For Rent or Lease
Barnett 753-5476.
RY owner, 3 BR brick 49. Used Cars
Ky 42026. shop 1502
APPLIANCE
25x60 BUILDING in home in country.
*742
1966 MUSTANG, red, 6 SERVICE. Kenmore,
Murray, ideal for ser- Kitchen-den combina
TP,EFS trimmed or
cylinder automatic, Westinghouse,
vice business. Call 489- tion, living room, 1
runs good, nice. Call Whirlpool. 23 years
Install new septic removed Also, yard
2761 after 6p.m.
bath, utility room, work
iikork
fixperienc#1 d
experience. Parts and
shop, garage, wood 753-4679 after 6p.m.
systems, repair on Free estirnates Call
37. Livestock-Supplies
stove & electric heat. 1976 DATSLTN B-210 service. Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance Serold systems. 30 436-2696
11 GOATS, great for TVA insulated, storage Hatchback, very sharp,
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
clearing land & for building, 1 acre with $1000. Call 474-2325.
yrs. experience.
Business 753-4872, 436barn and fence for 1976 MONZA, good
profit. tall 753-8848.
horses. $38,000. Call condition, motor excel- 5848 (home).
Licensed
by State
38. Pets-Supplies
753 - 053 0 for lent. New tires, battery, APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Health
Dept.
vinyl top, muffler, air. Factory authorized tor
3 APRICOT poodle information.
Tappan, Kelvinator and
753-9224.
puppies, 6 weeks old. No 'ENJOY country living AM/FM cassette. Call Brown. Service on gas
7A-8821
Free Estimates
paper-s. $75. Call 753-ahff -elieTtle ranges,
tRAL mainten3/4 acre lot. White 10t HONDA wagon, microwave
2299.
759-1983
s,
disance,
roofing,
painting
automatic,
new paint,
ARC Miniature frame house with
h washers, re- etc. 20 yrs. experience
rebuilt
engine, $1000.
TREF: work Complete
Schnauzer, male, $75. pickett fence enclosing
frigerators, etc. Earl Free estimates. Call removal,
topping trifront yard. New carpet, Call 474-2325.
Call 753-5211.
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- 474-2330.
mming & stumps re1979 FORD Mustang
ALL breed dog groom- wood or electric heat.
5341.
MWING Machine Rep- moved Insured Call
"Turbo" 2-door, 4
ing. Now thru Sept. 20. Located 12 miles from
air. All makes and 753-0211.
speed. 4 cylinder, radio.
Free dip with each Murray in the Browns
models. Industrial. home WET BASEMENT" We
ac, radial tires, 59,000
Irrigation-Residential
complete grooming. Grove Community.
and bag closing machines make wet basements
miles. Extra sharp.
Free pick-up and deliv- Only $20,000. Call 435
CAMPBELL WELL
40 yrs. experience. All dry. Work completely
price $1,600. Call 7534354 after 6p.m.
ery. Call Sue 436-5835
DRILLING
work guaranteed. Ken- guaranteed
8165.
Call or
McKenzie In
CT-TUMBLER'S Pet LEISURE lake living
neth Barnhill, 753-2674. write Morgan Con1979 SEVILLE, excelCa/ Collitct
Shop Dixieland Center for the hurried life.
Stella, Ky.
struction Co Rt 2 Box
lent condition, $5,500.
901-352 3671 or
is now open. Call 753- Enjoy the crisp fall
REMOVAL 409A. Paducan:
901 352 5704
Weekends in, this well Call 362-8190 or 898-3449.
7601.
Free Estimates
SE•RVICE. Tired of 42001 or call 1-442-7026
1979 TRIUMPH SpitFREE 5 year old Tabby maintained 2 8R, 2 bath'
unsightly stumps and WILL -do bush hogging
fire, very good condicat, very friendly, home. A perfect way to
tion. Best offer. Call
McClure con- mowing around them? Call 753-8590
house broken, spayed & enter fall. Call Century
struCtion, roofing, We ,can emove any WILL haul white rock.
21 Loretta Jobs Realty 759-1259.
declawed. Call 753-0739.
1979 Z-28. loaded, needs painting, plumbing, in- stump and leave a fresh sand, lime, rip rap and
753-1492
and
talk
to
HIDDEN Valley Kenmotor repair, $2500. terior or exterior. seed bed with no dam- masonary sand, coal.
nels at Kirksey has Pam.
Phone 502-382-2689, Rt. age to surrounding dirt. gravel, fill sand
Call 759-9960.
NEAR
Murray,
3
BR,
boarding. Large dogs
lawn. Larry Wood 753- Call Roger Hudson.
1. Sedalia.
1980
280Z
DATSUN
11/2
bath,
brick,
car
2
$4, small dogs & cats
0211.
753-4545 or 753-6763
FENCE
'•
sales
at
Sears
plus
2,
loaded.
Call
attached
garlge,
15x24
$2.50 per night. Also,
now. Call Sears 753-2310
female Pomeranians swimming pool, central 901-232-8221.
heat & air on 71/2 1984 Z28 Camaro, black, for free estimate for
for sale. Call 489-2377.
your needs
SETTER bird dog, 1 acres, $53,500. Also, 43 fully loaded, 9,000
GENERAL HOME
1/2 years old. Call acres 12 miles N. of miles, $11,000_ Call 753REPAIR. 15 years exHardin, $22,500. Phone 3146 or 492-8987.
753-1596 or 759-9527.
CHIM CHIM
Gingerwood Realty 502- 1980 MAZDA 626 5- perience. Carpentry,
CH(M'*Y SVvff PS
INTERIOR
speed, ac, AM -FM concrete, plumbing,
362 8948.
EXTERIOR
cassette. good condi- roofing, siding. NO JOB
NEW,
3BR
brick,
2
Tropical Fish
PAINTING
baths, central heat & tion. Call Tracy 759-1712 TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
Birds
air, approx. 2 miles east or 753-9881.
nights-474-2276.
„
WALLPAPERING
Murray, CALI, 759-3619 1980 OLDS Cutlass
Small Animals
Supreme, ps, pb, tilt, OCITEKING by Sears.
after 4p.rr0753-3445
Sears continuous gutNICE 2 BR brick, good cruise, 350 V-8, extra ters
installed for your
clean,
extra
sharp.
Call
location. Call 754-9021.
specifications. Call
Story
- OWNER
436-5462.
says sell or
Sears 753-2310 for free
759-1322
trade, nicely remodeled 1981 MERCURY Lynx estimate.
wagon,
pb,
ps, a/c,
r FREE ESTIMATES.
641 S. turn east at
older home, 3BR, 1 &
IMPORT Auto Salvage,
3/4 bath, 31/2 acres. 2 am/fm. $2600. Call new & used parts. Call
Jerry's Restaurant
after
6p.m.
753-9553.
Miles west of Murray on
474-2325.
go 1 block.
Dock Wallace Rd. A 1982 ZI8, black 8z gold,
real charmer for only excellent condition,
wedding
$346000. Affordable. must sell. Call 759-4582.
Photography
Coleman Real Estate. 1984 FORD Escort L.
753-8298
2-door, hatchback,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
753-9898.
40. Produce
automatic
with
CARTER
STUDIO
air,
WHY rent? Only $2005
Ri CUSTOM WOODWORKING
APPLES, cider for sale. buys 50% interest in a am -fm stereo, 6,000 300 MAIN ST. SUITE B
(1VI R
Call 489-2467 Tucker three bedroom home! If actual miles, sharp,
1 North 3rd Entrance
YEARS
Orchard, Landfill Rd.
ever a home projected $5200. Call 438-2165.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & 4111
RI/ NCI
1985 FORD Mustang, INSULATION blown in
an
of
air
coziness
and
RAISED PANEL DOORS
41. Public Sales
by
Sears.
TVA
apred,
2
door,
am/fm
Birch • Oak • VVainut • Chore,
good cheer this one
proved.
on
Save
those
cassette,
OUNCASES
clock
& cruise.
• MANTLES • BOOKCASES
certainly does. Once
high heating and coolKITCHEN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
inside, the aura of Perfect condition. Call ing bills. Call
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
Sears
YARD SALE
•
759-9598
after 7p.m.
warmth does not
▪
COMPITITIVI PINCH, Drop •y / Soo Ou• Dlaploy
DODGE cars. Must 753-2310 for free
diminish-- bright spacSat. & Sun.
•
estimate.
ious kitchen, French sell now, leaving MSU.
▪ 1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
J.L. McKnight & Sons •
219 S. 13th St. doors
from dining room Call 762-4054 weekends.
••cc 111101••••••••••
Sawmill on Poor Farm •
to screened sun room, '72 CHRYSLER New Rd.
6 a.m.-?
Buyer of standing
bountiful storage, with Yorker. very good con- timber.
Call 753-7528.
Glassware, sportraditional fireplace dition. '76 VW Rabbit,
JOINER'S complete
ting
goods,
serving the living area. good shape. • Call 759tree service, 32 yrs.
Another chance like this 1868 after 6p.m.
clothes, jewelry,
BUICI( Regal 2 dr. experience. Also.
may not come along.
stumps mechanically
pool table & Dodge
Call Mary Jane now - '80 Olds Brougham 4 dr. removed
•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
10' below
car parts.
753-1492 at Century 21 Call 753-0422 or 759-4047
surface. Call 753-0366.
*HOSPITAL
SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
MAZDA GLC deluxe,
1984, 5 speed, air con- LEE'S CARPET
'LEADING
BRANDS OF COSMETICS
47. Motorcycles
ditioning, am-fm stereo CLEANING. For all
•HOLLISTER
OSTOMY PRODUCTS
carpet
your
&
upholst185 3-WHEELER & 70 cassette. Call 753-9240.
ery cleaning. For a free
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits
45. Farms for Sale
3-wheeler, like new.
estimate call 753-5827
128 ACRES in Calloway Call after 5p.m. 50. Used Trucks
Satisfied references.
753-8623..
County. 3 miles from
1956 FORD pickup, $350. LICENSED Electrician
Dexter & 8 miles N. of 1870 IMPROVED Trfor residential and
Call 753-1820.
Murray on 2000 ft. of Cord piano. carved
1975 FORD 1 Ton with commercial. Heating
blacktop road. 32 tilla- burled walnut, re- grain
bed. 1976 and air condition, gas
Insurance Agency
ble acres & 96 acres of asonable offer. Call Chevrolet
1 Ton with installation and repair
woods rolling, small after 5p.m. 753-8623.
Phone
Central
753-7203.
Insurance Companies
Kentucky
service body. Phone
barn & 2 wells. Make a 1979 HONDA XR-80,
OFFERING
L&J Sanitation County
753-7422, 8a.m.-5p.m.
reasonable offer. 219- excellent condition. Call
•
1981 P.U. GMC Sierra Garbage Pick-Up. 6 bag
.0,
••• 0••••••••
926-2798.
after 4p.m. 435-4218.
Classic, V-8 auto., pb, limit. $7 per month. Call
,
•
Oa.
PS, A/C- sell or trade 436-2264.
•
days 753-4703 or night
••••••11
759-4703.
Ray Elkins
72 CHEVROLET
408 So. 12th
Carpet Laying
pickup, ps, pb. ac. Good
20 Tears
Murray, Ky.
condition, $1700. Call
I:parlance
753-9635.
Highest Quality
42071
'81 GMC Step Side, very
Workmanship
sharp, excellent condi753-9559
tion. '84 Silverado,
loaded. Call 753-5216.
TRADE 4WD Inter- MITCHELL Paving.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
national Scout, excel- Sealing striping, repair
lent condition, for 3/4 & complete asphalt
Silver
Gold
installation.
jobs,
All
ton truck of equal value,
Closed
Closed
small.
large
&
Call
prefer Ford V8 stanYesterday 344 70
753-1537.
Yesterday
6 34
dard. 436-5806.
MOWING. hauling,
Bums wood or
Opened
Opened
5 1. Campers. trees and bushes pruned
coal efficiently.
Today
Today
335.20
6.24
removed. Reasona1982 MINI motor home, or
Down
Down
9.50
10
rates, good reLarger heating
24 ft., double air, rear ble
Compliments of:
ferences. Call Jerry at
bath, Chevy chassy with
capacity saves
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
759.9661.
350 engine, 21.000 miles.
you money.
MURRAY'
Paving
Inc
is
7 1 3 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
like new. Call 753-0114.
now sealing blacktop
753-7113
CAMPERS: I) 17 ft. driveways and Parking
We buy Gold. Silver AL Diamonds
Nomad, sleeps 6, gas or lots. Call Ted Hale
Hours. 10.6 Doily. Closed Sunday
electric, good condition. 753.0411 or after 5 pm
2) 13 ft. Sportsman, 753-5258.
• *au the.rnovot conho.s
• NKr,•thconcr "le,o heor
watt ht.4'5J1Of 11.1.410
sleeps 4,.ice box, 2 NEED work on your
,
,,
,0,0
ONAPO
,J4
pcolvon.ted potnted weatoer
?PO'..404,0101.()lid
JERRY ATKINI& ASSOC..
burner gas stove, good trees" Topping. pruncovet
'
ing, shaping, complete
condition. Call 474-2361.
• Rho coPpohr ;00'0 1 100
-CH1A •t
removal and more.. Call
wOrks
0
door wilhunKma-Oofflai
Iffel.r_IYAtkinfl..giitter Service.
_goony tfhcanl lot 061VPres
52. Be•Le - etsteee.
ninon rcirsootia01300025homes 'riot...horn., ,nops
8 Circle A Fencing)
STU output
and hog & Col borni
1 4 rt.. iofin goal. SERVICE for ProNOW_ OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
pedestal seats. carpet. fessional tree care.
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding.
12 h.p. motor, trolling 753-0338
Soffit & Trim Work.
motor, depth finder,
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
Aluminum
battery & trailer. Call
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
753-9240 or 753-0148.
Service Co.
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covets
16 FT. Century
Alurninsem. end vinyl
- . -Akirninuin Screen Room Enclosures
-114-teltet a-try -1-n-troard-siding. Centeno trim
FENCING
ftinabout, needs varnWork. Rehereitoes.
•
ish. Last low low price!
Chain-Link•Split Rall•Farm•Privacy
Will
Selley.
Cell
lel
8450. Call 858-3897 day
Financing Available Phone 753-8407
733-0669
or night.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin. Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity

RANK of Murray & Fm
H.A. repossessed properties. Other listings.
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894.

TIMM;

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

STUMP.

DENNIS

PAINTING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

Pet Pen
1101

Oriutys

a

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12x65 2BR, 2 bath, large
Kitchen, central air,
ref., range, must be
moved. 12x36 screened
porch, utility room, and
200 AMP service pole
available. Reasonable.
436 5846:
1976 12x65 NEW Moon.
2BR, 11/2 baths, spacious living room &
kitchen, on 3/4 acre lot
with front & back
porches. Also, 12x20
storage building with
masonite siding & slant
roof carport. Very good
condition. 759-4093.
2 BR house trailer.
$1500. See Lewis Duncan, Dexter, Ky.
3 BR double wide near
Ky. Lake at Hamlin,
Ky. Call 753-8964 leave
message anytime.
OR rent, 2 BR. 14x55, 1
1/2 miles on 641 South
Call 753-6156.
1RAILER for sate
12x60, see Brandon Dills
Trailer Court. 753-9104.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR. furnished.
AC,natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
NICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2611.
32. Apts for

Rent

1 & 2 BR apt. near
downtown Murray.
Adults only. Call 7534109, 762-6650, or 4362844.
1 BR furnished apt., air
conditioned. College
boys preferred. No pets
121 North, next to fair
grounds. 753-3139.
1 , BR furnished' apt
Couples only. Call 4928662.
BR apt. Also, house on
lake. Call 753-3530.
LOWER brick duplex.
BR. stove, refrigerator,
W/D, just off campus
Married couples or
responsible adult, $175
Call 314.40-2060 after
4p.m

2

For Rent
Nice furnished apartMonts for 1. 2. 3. or
4 sti1diinfs7

car.

753-5666
753-5108.

,

Of

WALLIS DRUG

Hopkins

KEEP ALL DIRT
ASHES AND SMOKE
i% OUTSIDE!

Cali
Or. Tom
(502)7534202

3URE-Rd:01E

Ozark Log Homes
& Stove Shoppe
121 Bypass
753-6774
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State police worried about solicitations for
FRANKFORT. Ky.
(AP)- Kentucky State
Police officials said Friday they are concerned
about allegations that
threats have been made
by solicitors Working on
behalf of a state police
employees'
organization,
Lt. Larry Fentress. in
the department's legal
office, said some of the
allegations have been
turned over to the attorney general's Consumer Protection Division for investigation.
The allegations involve solicitors working
on behalf of the Kentucky State Police Professional Association
iKSPPA ). an organization composed of about
400 uniformed troopers.
arson investigators and
radio dispatchers.
The KSPPA "is not officially connected with
the Kentucky State
Police in any way."
Fentress said.
KSPPA Vice President Terry Clancy, a
trooper at the Frankfort

SATURDAY. AUGUST 31. 1985

post, said the organiza- also heard allegations
tion has contracts with a that such threats have
couple of out-of-state been made, but has not
organizations to pro- seen any evidence. "If
mote concerts on behalf they do that, they're
of the KSPPA and wrong," he said.
publish the organizaIf presented with
tion's newsletter, The evidence, "I've got no
'Thin Grey Line. The qualms about opening
solicitors sell tickets, an investigation against
advertisements and these people," Clancy
subscriptions.
added.
Fentress said he has
Fentress said the matreceived numerous ter presents some
reports that solicitors ticklish problems for
for those contractors state police officials.
have identified "Quite a few of our .ofthemselves as police of- ficers do belong to this
ficers or made thinly organization, but it is a
veiled threats.
private organization,"
Fentress said .the Fentress said.
solicitors have reportedBecause independent
ly said that state police contractors were involvmight not respond ed, Fentress said the
quickly in an emergen- agency determined that
cy if purchases were not.- the attorney general's
made, or that if pur- office would have more
chases were made, expertise in dealing
customers might not with such consumer
have to worry about complaints.
traffic violations.
"Certainly, any of"These are not direct ficer that made such a
threats," Fentress said. threat, expressed or im"They are subtle or plied, we would deal
implied."
with that officer severeClancy said he hat ly," Fentress said.

Kentucky News In Brief
CINCINNATI(AP ) - All of the quadruplets of a
Taylor Mill. Ky.. couple will be home Saturday.
Rachel Overwine. one of the quadruplets born
July 31 to Debbie and John OVerwine. went home
last Saturday. The boys. David, Neil and Nathan
Overwine. will go, home Saturday. said Terri
Hornbach. spokeswoman for Christ Hospital in
Cincinnati where the babies were born.
Ms. Hornbach said the babies were in good
condition.
---BRANDENBURG,Ky. AP ) - The City Council has approved an ordinance to protect
Brandenburg'-s .historic buildings and will join
with the board in appointing a board to oversee
the program.
The ordinance sets up the Brandenburg
Historic Preservation Board which will suggest
boundaries for a district that would be protected.
The board later will supervise changes in that
district, said Frank Gilbert, senior field
representative with the National Trust for
Historic Preservation in Washington, D.C.
Gilbert is working with Kentucky towns to
draft ordinances or change existing ones under a
statewide grant-funded program.
---. LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- A belated treasure
hunt turned up $20,000 in cash. 550 silver dollars
and a hoard of other gold and silver coins
beneath -a bathroom sink-in a cottage.
The discovery was made by attorney Ron
Snyder. who has been handling the estate of a
74-year-old woman who had lived there.
The cottage. its furnishings and her car were
,old at auction and the proceeds divided among
33 members of the surviving family.
When some family members told Snyder there
should be more, he returnea to the house with an
electronic metal detector and found the cash and
coins.
Snyder said the coins will be appraised and
auctioned.
He said the family asked that the woman's
name be kept confidential to keep any other
treasure hunters,from tearing up,the house_
---LOUISVILLE. Ky. AP ) - Catholic women
throughout the 31-county Louisville archdiocese
are being invited to join in parish-level discussions and public hearings on their status in the
church.
The Most Rev. Thomas Kelly, archbishop of
Louisville, said comments will be forwarded to a
committee of the National Conference of
Catholic Bishops. It is considering issuing a
pastoral letter on the subject.
"The members,-of the church need to listen lo
on another." Kelly said Thursday after announcing the program.
Joan Riehm. fqunder of the Louisville Women
Church Task Force, said it has helped recruit
more than 100 women to lead the discussions
next month and in October.
In November. Kelly will sponsor four public
meetings on the issues, two in Louisville and two
out in the state. Dates and locations will be announced later.
The discussions, being conducted by Catholics
across the country, come at a time when many
women in the church are disappointed by Pope
John Paul's opposition to the ordination of
women.
--FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) - A Louisville
psychologist was appointed Friday to the state
parole board, replacing former chairman Harry
Rothgerber Jr., who resigned.
The appointment of Joanie Abramson Mueller
to the five-member board was made by Gov.
Martha Layne Collins.
Ms. Mueller's term will expire March 1. 1989.
Other appointments included:.
- Larry 1:Nouglas Collins of Blackey to the 47th
Judicial District judgeship.
- Marion "Buddy" Dawson of Paris to the
Bourbon County fiscal Court.
- E.C.''Cordy" Armstrong of Pleasureville to
the Shelby County Fiscal Court.

• c%

An official with the police officers or
Division of Consumer representatives of the
Protection said only one state police, "is strictly
written complaint has a no-no." she said.
been received and that. "They are well aware
matter was under that it is not the Keninvestigation.
tucky State Police
The contracts are ap- itself."
Ms. Miller said she
parently with three
organizations, Con- did not know of any
solidated Enterprises
and Academy
Publishing, both of Fort
Wayne, Ind., and Touch
Of Class Talent Agency
in Nashville, Tenn.
WASHINGTON (AP)
There is no telephone - The Soviet Union has
listing for Consolidated agreed to abide by its
Enterprises and longterm grain agreetelephone calls to ment with the United
Academy Publishing States by buying about
were not returned.
1.1 million metric tons
Frances Miller, office of wheat remaining
manager for Touch Of under this year's comClass, said her company mitment, Agriculture
employs telephone Secretary John R. Block
solicitors, but they are said Friday.
directed to follow a
Block was in Lenstrict outline when coningrad and his report
tacting prospective
customers.
"They're supposed to
stick to their pitch," Ms.
Miller said.
Identifying
themselves as state

VN/4

below the wound

435 4343 or 435 4319
We Now Haul Pit Gravel

•

1 99

SLI.D1)
BOY 1)

C/K 10/30
(Pickups Chassis
Cab & Crew Cab)

Astro Cargo &
Conversion Vans
Chevy Cargo &
Conversion Vans

Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th
753-5842

Tobacco Farmers
Our Firing Rates
Have Not Increased
Call Us For A
Quote Today

Market 4/4 lurmiture

Agin
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low
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10

11

A:1:1PI
11111114110MI

Market 414's
Largest Sale in 12 Years
Open 9 A.M. tEl 6 P.M. Monday, September 2nd

UP TO 60% SAVINGS
No Prices Posted until Monday

FREE Watermelon cutting for all.
A truckload of large melons for you.
FREE DRAWINGS all day long.

Lane

CEDAR
CHESTS

30%
Off

ENNSYLVANIA
HOUSE
300
4 to

40%

Pennsylvania
House

CHAIR
1440.00

WOOD
ROCKERS
SLEEPERS

60% Off
$18400

27% Off

20%
Off
AK

/MISMATCHED
.f
TABLES

40%

OININGROO
SUITES

25°A to
50% Off

Off

A STOREWIDE SALE
Don't miss it you won't believe all you save. Come
.farly — Spend the day with us.
No Layaways — Bank Financing — 3% extra for Delivery.

Special Gpod Aug 30 Sept 5

_
Try Patsy's Homemade Pies
'Place Ain't Fancy.. But Sho Is Good Food

arket 414 lurmiture

TJ's Bar-B-Q & BUrgers
Chestnut Sty

only about 2.9 million
tons of wheat had been
purchased for delivery
through Sept. 30.
.However, Moscow
also has bought nearly
15.8 million tons of U.S.
corn for delivery this
fiscal year, meaning a
record of about 18.7
million tons in all.
Block is expected to
return to Washington
from the Soviet Union
on Sept. 3.

OA
A.P.R.
V Financing

S. 12th
Murray
502-753-2617

con ',mos, stumps up

to 20

was made available ' Earlier, there had
here by USDA broad- been some question
cast officials.
'.whether Moscow would
The agriculture buy the remainder of
secretary told others in the wheat before the
his delegation he had current fiscal year ends
been informed by an of- on Sept. 30.
ficial of the Soviet
The agreement calls
ministry of agriculture on the Soviet Union to
that "the Soviet Union buy at least 4 million
would buy the 1.1 tons each of wheat and
million metric tons of corn annually from the
wheat that is still United States. As of
outstanding on the Aug.22,according to the
contract."
Agriculture Deartment,

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet

K &K STUMP REMOVAL

Issue ordered
off racks in
some counties
NEWPORT,Ky.(AP)
- Some Kentucky counties have joined Cincinnati in getting copies of
the September issue of
Penthouse magazine off
store shelves.
Campbell County Attorney Paul Twehues
kas been advising store
owners that the
magazine "appears to
be obscene, based on
what we consider to be
the community standards of Campbell
County," according to
Twehues' assistant,
Justin Verst.

"Anything that they
do wrong, we're going to
suffer for it," Clancy
continued. "And we
want to make sure they
don't do anything
wrong. We won't
tolerate misrepresentationor coercion or
anything else."

7.7
Caprice
Cavalier
Celebrity
Impala
Chevette
Citation

wish the patient well,"
DeVries said in a
prepared release..
Hazle said she knew of
no plans by DeVries to
go to Arizona to observe
the patient.

Special: Lg. Bar-B-Q Sandwich
and French Fries

p

ana tne KSPPA is sending out its own questionnaire to determine if
any customers have
been threatened or improperly cajoled.
"I want to know who
I'm dealing with," Clancy said. "I want to see
these people.

USSR agrees to keep grain pact

Kentucky heart surgeon
glad of Arizona success
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP - Dr. William
DeVries and his heart
team helped in training
some of the staff at an
Arizona hospital where
an artificial heart was
implanted this week, a
Humana Hospital
Auduban- spokeswoman
said Friday.
Donna Hazle said
some doctors, nurses
and technicians had
come to Audubon to confer with DeVries, the
first surgeon authorized
to carry out such
implants.
The implant in Tucson
was performed on a
25-year-old patient at
University -Medical
Center.
Still ahetad for
Michael Drummond is a
second operation in
which the Jarvik-7
pump will be removed
and a neiv human heart
sewn in its place.
Hazle said DeVries
has been encouraging
for several years the use
of the total artificial
heart as a bridge to
hum_an beart
transplants. DeVries'
four patients, however,
have received permanent artificial hearts.
She also said.DeVries
reco'gnizes Dr. Jack
Copeland, who performed the Arizona implant,
as one of the pioneers in
heart transplantation
and his program "acts
as a golden standard."
"We (team members)
are committed to help in
any way to make the
Arizona program a success. We are excited
about the 'possibility of
an exchange of new information. We congratulate the team and

employees that were
making improper comments, but would
investigate.
Clancy said he was
elected to his office in
July and is unfamiliar
with the contractors. A
meeting has been
scheduled with them

their group c

Murray

7

-0045

414 North Market Street, Paris, TN

Geraldine II Terry Sykes, Mgrs.

"The Store
With The
Low Overhead

Phone 642-6996
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